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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 

Ocularium Lucis: Light and Optical Theory in Guarino Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo 

is intended to provide theoretical advancement in the understanding of the work of the 

Baroque architect Guarino Guarini by employing his Church of San Lorenzo as an 

example. In Part One an historical account of Guarini’s life and work is presented. In Part 

Two, Guarini’s methods as an architect are analyzed according to their intersection with 

the philosophy of science, geometry and astronomy, presented within his many treatises 

on such subjects. A syllogistic correlation is demonstrated in Guarini’s writings between 

the study of optics, geometry and architecture, which reveals that the architectonic forms 

which he creates are configured according to a profound interest in light and opticality. In 

this manner, Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo is understood as an instrument of light and 

a vessel of divine illumination.    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Ocularium Lucis
Guarino Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo

 
 

         

 
 
 
 
 

Wär nicht das Auge sonnenhaft 
If the eye were not like the sun, It

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Lucis : Light and Optical Theory in 

Guarino Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo

  

Wär nicht das Auge sonnenhaft - Die Sonnen könnt’es nie erblicken.
If the eye were not like the sun, It could not behold the sun.

 
-Goethe 
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1 
— 

PROEMIA 
 
 

 

A thesis about Guarino Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo in its relation to optical theory 

necessarily pertains to the church itself as a physical entity which contains and conducts 

light as an element of vision and illumination. The broader scope of this thesis draws 

upon light as something which is not merely the illuminating element which filters 

through the oculus of the church’s cupola, streaming down onto the cornice around the 

drum of the dome, or upon the edge of a serliana, or onto the chalice placed on the altar, 

or onto the Eucharist itself as it is being held high during the culmination of the Mass. 

The concept of light as it exists for Guarini and within the ecclesial context of 

seventeenth-century Italy is a great deal more complex. For Guarini the architect, the 

geometrician, the astronomer and the Theatine Priest, light is the source from which 

everything is brought forth in the universe.  

 In his treatises on architecture, geometry and astronomy, including the 

Architettura Civile (Civil Architecture, 1737), Euclides Adauctus (The Augmentation of 

Euclid, 1671), Cælestis Mathematicae (Celestial Mathematics, 1683), and Leges 

Temporum et Planetarum (The Laws of Time and the Planets, 1678), Guarini defines 

light as an element which generates the fields of mathematics and geometry. These fields, 

while brought forth by the element of illumination also subjugate light into the world of 
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form and structure. This, and through reference to the Aristotelian prædicamenta 

(categories), a syllogistic relationship between architecture and light emerges, which 

creates an intersection between optics and geometry, architecture and geometry, and 

therefore between architecture and optics.  

 This relationship, of light defined by the perceptual parameters of geometry, can 

be located within the structural systems found within the Church of San Lorenzo, such as 

the elliptical formations of the presbytery and within the fenestrations of the dome, as 

well as in the conic sections of the vaulting of the cupola. These structural systems echo 

the geometry used to define space in Guarini’s many treatises, and reflect an association 

to the theoretical principles inscribed by this association.    

 The thesis is written in three parts. Subsequent to this initial introduction in Part 

One, Chapter Two explores Guarini’s contribution to the history of architecture and to 

science. I represent Guarini’s work in relation to other architects and scientists which 

may have influenced him, and point to why his contribution is of particular importance. 

In Chapter Three I offer a brief history of San Lorenzo from its earliest beginnings, as 

well as a formal description of the exterior and interior of the church. Part Two of the 

thesis, entitled Guarino Guarini, offers the reader a biography of Guarini’s life and 

academic background in Chapter Four. Chapter Five provides a critical assessment of 

Guarini’s historiography, and presents my own theory in light of other extant research.  

Part Three, entitled San Lorenzo, Light and Optical Theory examines Guarini’s 

San Lorenzo through a close examination and interpretation of his treatises on 

architecture, geometry and astronomy, and their association to optical theory. In Chapter 
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Six, Light, Geometry, and Architectonics in the World of Guarino Guarini, Guarini’s 

philosophy of light as presented within his treatises is analyzed, and examples of where 

optical ideas can be located within these sources are highlighted. His philosophy is 

exemplified through geometric and astronomical structures found within his treatises and 

compared to the architectural features of San Lorenzo. Chapter Seven, San Lorenzo as an 

Instrument of Vision, reveals the syllogistic association between architecture and optics 

found in Guarini’s writings on the prædicamenta and their association to Aristotelian 

philosophy. San Lorenzo’s dome is carefully examined as an instrument of vision, which 

represents an oculus of light, through which illumination flows and is refracted, in a 

manner that mirrors the vehicle of human perception.  

Part Three concludes with an epilogue, summarizing important points within the 

paper. The epilogue is intended as both a synopsis and conclusion, and a way to concisely 

represent the essence of the research presented herein.  

This thesis is therefore intended to offer both a historical account of Guarini’s life 

and of his Church of San Lorenzo, as well as to provide new insight in the field of 

architecture and optical theory as it relates to Guarini’s work. Through a further 

understanding of Guarini’s work as an architect, geometer and astronomer, the primary 

element of light emerges as the conductor of forms by which San Lorenzo is constructed. 

I set out to prove, through an examination of Guarini’s treatises that he intended the 

Church of San Lorenzo to function as an optical instrument of light, and as a vessel of 

divine illumination.  
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2 
― 

GUARINI’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY 
OF ARCHITECTURE AND SCIENCE 

 

 

 

The function of this chapter is to exemplify Guarini’s role within the history of 

architecture and the history of science, bringing to light his many advancements as an 

architect and scholar to his fields of research. Guarini’s work as an architect reveals an 

incredibly synthetic association to historical influences, which may have come about 

through his travels and immersion in foreign cultures and traditions. Critical writings 

about Guarini have expressed that the effect of these influences is perhaps detrimental, 

merely giving way to bizarre and incongruent architectural works.1 However, the paradox 

of Guarini as an architect is his ability to transform this vast sphere of influence into an 

entirely original method of design, form and expression. This ability is most certainly 

guided by his extensive work in the sciences, namely astronomy and mathematics, and it 

is through an examination of his theoretical writings that one may come to better 

understand this. Guarini’s treatises on architecture, astronomy, and mathematics reveal 

the influence and understanding of over two thousand years of scholarship in science and 

philosophy.2 Therefore, the historical foundations of Guarini’s work must essentially be 

                                                 
1 See page 51.  
2 See note 121.   
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found within his own writings, and furthermore by contrasting these with other works of 

architecture and academic treatises of apparent influence.  

The subject of influence may be of particular interest from an aesthetic 

standpoint, in analyzing the components of architectonic structures and how they are 

received by an audience during a certain time period, where knowledge of their culture 

and their world are reflected in the buildings in which their society dwells. If Guarini’s 

architecture does in fact lie outside the stylistic genre of his own time, then the meaning 

of his work must be understood within a broader historical framework, questioning not 

only the origins of architectural influence, but also his knowledge as a mathematician and 

astronomer. And if in fact this is the case, the basis of any theory involving the 

comprehension of Guarini’s architectonic forms must be predicated upon architectural as 

well as scientific criteria.   

Guarini’s life and work is geographically and temporally situated in the Piedmont 

region of northern Italy, toward the end of the Baroque period and at the beginning of the 

Enlightenment. This is of consequence both stylistically as well as within the realm of 

science. Architecturally, much of Europe begins to see a shift away from Baroque forms 

and toward Neoclassicism. A return to the classical canons derived from the Greeks and 

the Ancient Romans replaces irregular, asymmetrical and elliptical forms that are found 

within the Baroque. The Enlightenment does not represent advancements in science 

beyond archaic miscomprehensions and inaccuracies of astronomical calculation, but in 

many ways represents a rift between the cosmological, theologically-based conception of 

the cosmos as connected to empirical discovery, and the movement of reason away from 
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this form of universal cognition. Guarini appears to be at the crossroads of these two 

developing paradigms. Guarini’s work represents an empirical advancement in science 

(which is misconceived even today by lack of direct scholarship from his primary 

documents) while he also defends the cosmological, the mystical and the theological by 

which he is bound through his faith as a scholar and a priest.  

Architectural historian Hanno-Walter Kruft places Guarini as a successor of 

Federico Zuccaro (c. 1540–1609) and subsequently of Vincenzo Scamozzi (1526–1582). 

This lineage may also be extended to Scamozzi’s pupil Baldassare Longhena (1598–

1682), who is closely contemporary with Guarini. Zuccaro is of particular significance to 

Guarini because of his theoretical ideas involving light. Zuccaro’s treatise, L’ Idea de’ 

Pittori, Scultori, ed Architetti commences with a letter dated 1601 to Carlo Emanuele, 

Duke of Savoy (1562–1630), written during the same time in which the Duke bestowed 

the land for the Church of San Lorenzo to the Theatine Order. In Chapter Nine of 

Zuccaro’s treatise, he speaks about the importance of the eyes as the window of the 

intellect, as that which escorts the soul in the process of design; of light as an internal 

source of illumination, and of the external structure of the pupil as the visible power of 

the mind.3 Guarini’s writings echo Zuccaro’s theory of light in many ways, as light may 

be seen as the source and the vehicle behind producing architectural forms. 

                                                 
3 Federico Zuccaro, L’ Idea Dei’ Pittori, Scultori, ed Architetti, Divisa in Due Libri (Roma: Nella Stampera 
di Marco Pagliarini, 1768), 125. “…che siccome de’ membri del corpo umano, l’occhio è quello, che ha la 
vista, e virtù del vedere, e però è guida, e scorta di questo corpo, e di quest’ uomo; così la guida, e scorta 
dell’ anima è questo Disegno, e questo concetto; e siccome i sensi umani sono le finestre dell’ intelletto, 
così la luce interna, ed esterna è quella pupilla, e virtù visiva intellettiva…”; John Hendrix, The Relation 
Between Architectural Forms and Philosophical Structures in the Work of Francesco Borromini in 
Seventeenth-Century Rome (Lewiston, Queenston, Lampeter: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2002), 41. Hendrix 
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The scientific nature of Guarini’s architecture is steeped in the Neoplatonic 

tradition of the Renaissance. The aesthetic association of science and architecture is 

represented by a long lineage of theoretical architects of which, according to John 

Shannon Hendrix, Guarini is the culmination. The lineage starts with Leon Battista 

Alberti (1404–1472) and extends through Pietro da Cortona (1596–1669), Federico 

Zuccaro, and concludes with Guarini (1624–1683) and Bernardo Vittone (1704–1770).4 

This lineage is significant in relation to the architects’ involvement with theoretical 

concepts which are directly applied to their architectural works. Guarini represents the 

end of this lineage through the shift from Baroque cosmologies to further advancements 

of empirical science discovered during the Enlightenment. Evidence of this advancement 

is presented extensively within his scientific treatises, along with an understanding of 

philosophy that is grounded in Neoplatonic and Aristotelian thought.    

Stylistic associations within Guarini’s work also seem to extend from an interest 

in the inventive forms of Francesco Borromini, whose work became known to him during 

his time as a seminarian at San Silvestro al Quirinale in Rome from 1639 to 1647. 

Although this is a point of some debate, this influence can be seen in particular in the 

concave façade of Guarini’s Santa Maria Annunziata (c. 1660–1662) in Messina, Sicily 

(Figure 1) in comparison with the concave/convex façade of Borromini’s San Carlo alle 

Quattro Fontane in Rome (1638–1641).5 (Figure 2) Beyond the similarity found in the 

                                                                                                                                                 
also interprets Zuccari’s ideas, stating that, “For Zuccari, design is the fabrication of the intellectual idea, 
“light of the intellect…imagined in the soul.”    
4 Ibid., 8. 
5 The association between these two architects is noted in particular by Hanno-Walter Kruft, A History of 
Architectural Theory, from Vitruvius to the Present, trans. Ronald Taylor, Elsie Callander and Antony 
Wood (London: Zwemmer, 1994), 105. “After a thorough study of Borromini’s works, with which he 
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façade of San Carlo, the church is geometrically elliptical, echoing the ideas presented by 

Guarini in San Lorenzo of the elliptical orbit of planetary systems.6 A closer comparison 

may also be made with the façade of the church of the Immacolata Concezione in Turin 

(1673), (Figure 3) which has an undulating façade like that of San Carlo. This structure 

has been attributed to Guarini, although it is not represented in the illustrations of 

Guarini’s Architettura Civile, and there are no other extant records connecting him with 

the project.7 

The period of Guarini’s life in which he is thought to have travelled to the Iberian 

Peninsula is perhaps one of the most significant in relation to the Hispano-Moresque 

influence of the dome of San Lorenzo. This influence is most clearly analyzed by Adolfo 

Florensa, who believes that Guarini travelled to Spain and Portugal between 1656 and 

1659. Florensa connects this stylistic influence not only to these two locations, but also to 

Guarini’s time in Messina, Sicily (1660–1662), which was first conquered by the Arabic 

world in 843.8 Florensa draws many comparisons between Guarini’s dome of San 

Lorenzo and the Moorish domes of Spain, including domes in the Alcázar of Seville (c. 
                                                                                                                                                 
became acquainted during his novitiate in Rome, Guarini approached architecture through mathematics, 
whose fundamental importance for architecture he repeatedly stresses.” 
6 Hendrix, The Relation Between, 41. “The ellipse finds more prevalence in Baroque architecture as well, as 
at Borromini’s San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, reflecting the discovery of the elliptical orbit of planets, and 
the desire to represent the irregularities of natural forms.” 
7 H. A. Meek, Guarino Guarini and His Architecture. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 124–
128.; It is unfortunate that unlike Guarini, whose treatises are extant, all known documents and writings by 
Borromini were destroyed by him before his death by suicide. If this were not the case, it may not be such a 
strong point of contention as to the influence one architect had on the other. It would also be remarkable to 
know the intricacies of Borromini’s theory and design as we do with Guarini, not merely as a point of 
reference, but as an entire body of knowledge of itself. 
8 Adolfo Florensa, “Guarini ed il Mondo Islamico” in Guarino Guarini e l'internazionalità del Barocco, 
Tomo Primo (Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970),” 638. “Messina, conquistata dagli araba nell’843, 
ne era stata definitivamente liberate solo nel 1060; e la naturale reazione ai due secoli di occupazione 
avava fatto subito sparire, violentemente, quasi tutti I segni Preziosi della permanenza islamica, 
sostituendoli con le opera della nuova architettura che rappresentava in un certo senso l’evoluzione, forse 
il rimpianto dell’antico splendore.” 
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1360) (Figure 4, 5) and the Mosque of Tremecen in Algeria (1082), (Figure 6) as well as 

the Church of Cristo de la luz in Toledo (c. 390), (Figure 7) which was converted from a 

mosque to a church after the conquest of Alfonso VI (1040–1109) in 1085. Although 

Guarini’s presence in Spain and Portugal is a point of major contention among scholars 

who hold varying points of view about this undocumented period of Guarini’s life, the 

apparent stylistic influence is undeniable.9  

The Moorish influence in Guarini’s work exemplifies an understanding of 

architectural design which spans far beyond the confines of classical canons. The 

influence of the openwork dome is evident in the work of other architects in Piedmont, 

the northwest region of Italy where Guarini was most productive. Guarini’s successor and 

pupil Bernardo Antonio Vittone (1704–1770), designed many churches including the 

Tempietto a San Luigi Gonzaga (1760) (Figure 8) and the Capella della Visitazione at 

Vallinotto (1738–1739), (Figure 9) whose domes, like the one found above the presbytery 

at San Lorenzo, is in the form of a hexagram.10 These churches, built after the completion 

of San Lorenzo, signify Guarini’s influence within his own region, through the 

integration of foreign styles and methods of construction.  

Guarini’s architectural influences also exist within an even broader framework. 

H.A. Meek, Elwin Robison, and Nino Carboneri elucidate the Gothic sources of 

Guarini’s architectural works in particular.11 Robison, an architectural historian and 

                                                 
9 See, Meek, Guarino Guarini, 12–17; Rudolf Wittkower, Art and Architecture in Italy 1600–1750 
(Singapore: Penguin Books, 1958), 387. 
10 Nino Carboneri, “Guarini ed il Piemonte” in Guarino Guarini e l'Internazionalità del Barocco, Tomo 
Primo (Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 356, 374; Florensa, “Mondo Islamico,” 649.  
11 Meek, Guarino Guarini, 30, 53–7.; Elwin C. Robison, “Optics and Mathematics in the Domed Churches 
of Guarino Guarini” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 50, 4 (1991): 384, 399; The 
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structural engineer who studied Guarini’s work during his travels in northern Italy as a 

Mormon missionary, writes of the architect’s broad travels in Europe, beyond Istria and 

the Apennine Peninsula.12 It is not without consequence however, that the two 

architectural systems presented within these geographic locations, those of the Gothic in 

France as well as the Islamic or Hispanomoresque in Spain are also temporally parallel; 

the Gothic church existed in historical simultaneity with the high point of Islamic 

architecture during the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries. Because of this we can see a 

great deal of influence between them, both stylistically as well as structurally, that is 

drawn upon in comparing them to Guarini’s architecture. The architectural element that 

must be noted in particular, is the culmination of architectural evolution in the Islamic 

world which resulted in the muqarnas dome,13 whose influence is most plainly seen in 

the cupola of Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo.14  

It is likely that Guarini had associations with a multitude of other scientists and 

astronomers during his life. Guarini’s time in Paris (1662–1666) may have also been a 

source of inspiration for the Gothic influence seen within San Lorenzo’s openwork 

vaulting system. French Gothic architecture is related to the medieval optical theories of 

                                                                                                                                                 
influence of the Gothic is spoken of by Nino Carboneri in the introduction of Guarini’s Architettura Civile: 
“La riserva più consistente nei confronti del Gotico concerne le proporzioni [sic], che sono 
irriducibilmente in contrasto con le regole classiche. A questo punto l’Autore, per salvare la lore posizione 
prioritaria, pare sottintendere l’eventualità di un Gotico manieristicamente corretto: proposta non nuova 
nel corso del secolo. Nino Carboneri, introduction Architettura Civile, by Guarino Guarini (Milano: 
Edizioni il Polifilo, 1968): xxix. 
12 E.C. Robison “Guarino Guarini's Church of San Lorenzo in Turin” (Ph.D. Diss., Cornell University, 
1985), 1.   
13 For a concise history of the architectonic development of the muqarnas dome in Islamic architecture, see 
Yasser Tabbaa, The Transformation of Islamic Art During the Sunni Revival (Seattle and London: 
University of Washington Press, 2001): 137–40. 
14 Siegfried Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture; The Growth of a New Tradition (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1967), 121–27; Florensa, “Mondo Islamico,” 637–65; Meek, Guarino Guarini, 50–53; 
Robison, “San Lorenzo,” v. 
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northern Europe as well, such as the philosophies of Robert Grosseteste (1175–1253) and 

Roger Bacon (1214–1294) that so greatly influenced thought during this time period and 

subsequently the theoretical ideas of Gothic churches and cathedrals.  

Of particular relevance are Grosseteste’s treatises on optical theory and the 

metaphysics of light, including De Luce (c. 1225–1228), De lineis, angulis et figuris (c. 

1235), and De natura locorum (c. 1230). Grosseteste’s theories are based on Aristotle’s 

De Anima, and the distinctive aspects of the intellect which connect the metaphysical to 

the material world through sense perception. This concept is also directly connected to 

the Aristotelian influence within Guarini’s writings, including syllogistics and the 

prædicamenta, which also connect light as a creative source, to geometry as its structure, 

and to architecture as its culmination. The concept of syllogistics and the relation of light 

to geometry, geometry to architecture, and therefore light to architecture is crucial in 

understanding the method by which Guarini’s theoretical writings in mathematics and 

astronomy influence his architectural design, and ultimately the meaning behind them.   

Hendrix, who has written extensively on the translation of these light cosmologies 

into architectural forms, maintains the prevalence of these ideas in medieval England 

between 1180 and 1540.15 Grosseteste’s work gave rise to a Franciscan school at Oxford, 

in which the theologian and mathematician Adam Marsh (1200–1259) instructed Roger 

Bacon, renowned for his work in the field of optical science.16 Bacon wrote a massive 

five-volume treatise entitled Opus Mājus (Major Work), which in turn also drew upon the 

                                                 
15 See John Shannon Hendrix, Architecture as Cosmology: Lincoln Cathedral and English Gothic 
Architecture (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2011), 4–5.  
16 For more research on Robert Grosseteste, see John Shannon Hendrix, Robert Grosseteste, Philosophy of 
Intellect and Vision (Bahnstraße, Sankt Augustin: Academia Verlag, 2010), 11–12.  
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work of Aristotle (384–322 BC) as well as the Arabic treatises of Abū ‘Alī al-Hasan ibn 

al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen, 965–1040) and Abu Yūsuf Ya’qūb ibn ’Ishāq as-

Sabbāh al-Kindī (c. 801–873). An intricate and complex connection between Guarini and 

Aristotle, as well as Apollonius of Perga (262–190 BC) and Alhazen will be exemplified 

in Part Three of this thesis.  I will expound further upon the relative concepts within these 

theories in Chapter Five.      

 Guarini’s travels to Paris may have also put him in touch with the work of the 

French philosopher René Descartes (1596–1650), who died in Stockholm, Sweden just 

twelve years prior to Guarini’s arrival. Although it has been noted that in 1663, a year 

after Guarini’s arrival, Pope Alexander VII officially put Descartes on the list of 

prohibited books, this does not for any reason mean that Guarini did not read or have 

access to his works. Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) is another scholar during Guarini’s 

time whose work was also banned by the Index Librorum Prohibitorum; however Kepler 

is indeed an important and integral part of Guarini’s studies, whose theories are spoken of 

extensively in the Euclides as well as the Cælestis.  

Several other astronomers contemporary to Guarini’s time are also mentioned in 

the Cælestis. The French astronomer and Catholic priest Ismaël Bullialdus (1605–1694) 

is another scholar with whom Guarini might have been associated with in Paris, as 

Bullialdus returned there at the end of his life to retire at the Abbey of St. Victor.17 

Bullialdus is also mentioned numerous times in Guarini’s Cælestis in conjunction with 

                                                 
17 James P. McQuillan, “Geometry and light in the architecture of Guarino Guarini” (Ph.D. Diss., 
University of Cambridge, 1991), 14. McQuillan also mentions Guarini’s association to both Descartes as 
well as Bullialdus.   
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Kepler, particularly in Tractatus VIII, which discusses the eccentricity of planetary orbits. 

The Italian astronomer Giovanni Domenico (Jean-Dominique) Cassini (1625–1712), who 

moved to Paris seven years after Guarini’s arrival, is also discussed extensively within 

the lines of Guarini’s work. One other interesting reference made in Guarini’s Euclides is 

that of Mercury’s transit over the sun in 1661, which was also witnessed and recorded by 

the astronomer Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695).18  

Guarini’s association with the physician and anatomist Claude Perrault (1613–

1688) may reflect an influence on Guarini’s ideas on aesthetics and opticality. Guarini’s 

relations with Perrault also included associations with architects who would soon become 

involved with the Académie royal d’architecture after its founding in 1671. A renewed 

interest in the beauty of the Gothic church, and the practice of structural corrections due 

to optical principles developed out of their academic camaraderie. It has been theorized 

by Robison that Perrault’s experience as a doctor and Guarini’s knowledge of 

engineering coincided in their studies to implement the correction of visual distortions 

within architectural design.19  

I further postulate that these optical considerations eventually led far beyond 

concerns with perceptual distortion within the worship space. The instrumentality of 

optics in the design of the church extends to an advanced, philosophical understanding of 

light and geometry within the design of his subsequent commissions, including San 

Lorenzo. The importance of Guarini’s contribution as an architect and scholar is verified 

                                                 
18 This is also referenced in note 90. 
19 See Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 398–401. For further discussion concerning Perrault, including 
his position as a moderne in architectural theory, and his euhemeristic viewpoints concerning architecture, 
see: Robin Evans. The Projective Cast (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995), 268–9. 
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by assessing his placement within history, and analyzing possible sources of influence. 

Although this assessment is important in a comparative sense, the nature of Guarini’s 

architectural accomplishments may only clearly be seen by conducting further research 

into his theoretical writings, as well as the foundations of thought in which his work is 

grounded.  
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3 
― 

THE CHURCH OF SAN LORENZO 
 

 

 

Guarino Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo in Turin and its site have a long history 

documented by archival and archaeological records that date back almost five hundred 

years before the construction date of the structure which Guarini designed, and which 

stands there today. The early history of the site of the Church of San Lorenzo has been 

researched by Giuseppe Michele Crepaldi. Crepaldi has found documented evidence of a 

medieval structure on the site, dated 1177, known as Ecclesiam Beatae Mariae ad 

Presepem, or the church of Santa Maria del Presepe.20 The building was a small parish 

church and has been understood as being from the late Romanesque period, and of 

Lombardian form. The church had a long central nave, a system of decorated groin 

vaults, a hemispherical apse, and two side altars at the end of each transept.21 The 

building remained under construction, but in great disrepair for many centuries to come. 

After victory over the French at Saint Quentin in 1557, Emanuele Filiberto 

(1528–1580), Duke of Savoy, vowed to construct a church in memory of San Lorenzo if 

his duchy was successfully restored, and he chose Santa Maria del Presepe as the 

building site. Filiberto’s association with the titular Saint is not known, however it may 
                                                 
20 Reference to Crepaldi’s research is quoted in Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 67; The original source of this 
research can be found in Giuseppe Michele Crepaldi, La Real Chiesa di San Lorenzo (Torino: Dagnino, 
1963), 11. 
21 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 67.  
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have been a personal affection for San Lorenzo in particular, or his baptism name given 

in childhood. The renovations on the old church began in 1563.22 The church’s vaults 

were rebuilt although the groundplan of the church was retained for stylistic reasons. 

There was also an addition of new windows, which allowed for more daylight to infiltrate 

the previously dark and narrow medieval space. 

In 1623 the Theatine Order began to make a chapter for themselves by way of the 

associations of the Theatine priest Padre Tolosa with Carlo Emanuele I, Duke of Savoy 

from 1562 to 1630, and through Tolosa’s diplomacy as Apostolic Ambassador. Through 

the financial patronage of the Duke, the Theatines gained the land next to the Church of 

Santissima Trinità to set up a chapter for their order in Turin.23 After the Duke’s death in 

1630, the political and financial situation in Turin began to stabilize, and through a direct 

appeal to Carlo Emanuele’s son, Duke Vittorio Amedeo I, to bestow upon the order the 

rights to San Lorenzo, the realization of a new and more grandiose church was beginning 

to be materialized.24 In a certified letter, dated February 8th, 1634, the Ducal court 

signifies their full support for the Theatines to take over the location of the Church of San 

Lorenzo: 

…and having found a building site much more ample than that mentioned 
prior, on the site of Piazza Castello and near the palace and court of the 
worthy Sig. Prince Cardinal, and Our proper place, convenient for the 
erection of a church, although all completely ruined, nonetheless, the 
Fathers can accommodate themselves in a Convent there, and build their 
Congregation. We have valuated many propositions concerning the 
ownership of the site, and make him [the order] a gift, persuaded that 
nothing through our means you shall lack, and with alms, truth be told, 

                                                 
22 Ibid., 68. 
23 Ibid., 79.  
24 Ibid., 81. Crepaldi is quoted in Robison’s dissertation as stating that, “It would not be impossible to erect 
a new and grandiose church.” 
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shall allow you the power to build this Convent, church and 
Congregation.25 
 
In June of 1634, the Theatine Order gained possession of Filiberto’s ducal chapel 

of San Lorenzo, which was at that point a cruciform structure thought to be attributed to 

the military engineer and architect Asciano Vitozzi (1539–1610) who worked in 

conjunction with the engineer and architect Carlo Castellamonte (1560–1641). 

Subsequently, the project was then handed to Carlo’s son Amadeo di Castellamonte 

(1610–1683), and the church remained under construction until 1668. At this point, 

Guarini secured a major commission for the design of the Chapel of the Holy Shroud of 

Turin, La Santissima Sindone (1668), and at the same time the responsibility of San 

Lorenzo fell out of the hands of Amadeo Castellamonte, and was also handed to Guarini. 

That same year, Guarini was named court engineer and mathematician for the Savoy 

Dynasty in Turin.  

The Savoy family was a powerful patron of the Theatine Order, funding a great 

deal of their architectural and ecclesiological endeavors around Europe.26 It is through 

                                                 
25 Quoted in, Robison, San Lorenzo, 82. The original document is quoted in, Crepaldi, La Real Chiesa, 38. 
The original document is, Archivio Regia Camera dei Conti, Patenti, rig. LIII, 50. The original archival 
document found in Crepaldi’s book reads, “Et essendosi ritrovata una casa con sito molto più capace 
dell’antidetta a posta a Piazza Castello et vicino al palazzo et corte del medemo Sig. Principe Cardinale, et 
Nostro luogo proprio, et conveniente per erigervi una chiesa, sebbene del tutto ruinato, non di meno, 
ponno essi Padri accomidarvisi di Convento, et farvi detta Congregatione. Abbiamo stimato molto a 
proposito prendere detto sito, et fargliene, persuasi che non gli Mancherà per mezzo Nostro, et delle 
limosine, che gli verran fatte, di poter fa la fabbrica necessaria per detto Convento, chiesa et 
Congregatione.”My translation differs somewhat from Robison’s, and my choice to give a more formal 
inflection to the phrases stems from the use of seventeenth-century Italian in the original manuscript. 
Robison’s translation reads as such, “having found a building with a site much more ample than the 
beforementioned, sited at Piazza Castello and near the palace and Court of the aforesaid Sig. Prince 
Cardinal and Our palace, and advantageous for the erection of a church, although all ruined [the site], 
nonetheless, the Fathers can accommodate themselves in a Convent there, and make said Congregation 
there. We have esteemed it highly appropriate to take the said site and give it to them, persuaded that they 
will not lack through Our means and through alms that will be given to them, enough to enable them to 
construct the building necessary for said Convent, church and Congregation.”  
*All translations contained within the body of this manuscript are the sole work of the author.  
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this powerful dynasty, that Guarini received his most important commissions including 

San Lorenzo, as well as the Palazzo Carignano (1679), St. Anne la Royale in Paris (1662) 

and Santa Maria della Misericordia (c. 1679–1681) in Lisbon.  

Several documents point to the construction of San Lorenzo beginning in January 

of 1670, including the Libro della Fabbrica (a construction record), as well as seven 

documents referring to the demolition of the old cruciform structure built by Vitozzi, as 

well as Carlo and Amedeo Castellamonte.27 Guarini’s design for a centrally planned 

church was potentially influenced by designs first brought north from central Italy to 

Turin by Vitozzi in the late sixteenth century with his Capuchin church of 1583, and 

Santa Trinità of 1590. Vitozzi was influenced by the Renaissance architects Filippo 

Brunelleschi (1377–1446), Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1472), and Donato Bramante 

(1444–1514).28  

These designs may in turn have been influenced by the centrally planned churches 

found in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci from the fifteenth century, whose 

contribution to the centrally planned church has been well-noted. In 1496, while 

Leonardo was involved in the painting of The Last Supper in the refectory of the 

monastery of Santa Maria delle Grazie, Bramante was working on the construction of the 

dome of the church. Here a possible exchange of ideas took place that eventually 

influenced Bramante’s later works, such as the Tempietto of Saint Peter and finally his 

                                                                                                                                                 
26 Susan Elizabeth Klaiber, “Guarino Guarini's Theatine Architecture” (Ph.D. Diss., Columbia University, 
1993), 6. 
27 Reference to these archival documents are provided in Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 114.  
28 Meek, Guarino Guarini, 45. 
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proposed plan and contribution for Saint Peter’s Basilica.29 In turn, the centrally planned 

structures of the Renaissance take their ancient roots and inspiration from certain forms 

of Roman temple architecture.  

Today, the façade of San Lorenzo is indistinguishable from the other buildings at 

its location in the Piazzetta Reale. (Figure 10) The entrance is a simple door, set below 

two levels of horizontal fenestrations with alternating rounded and triangular pediments. 

Above this level of the building, one can see the cupola of San Lorenzo rising forth with 

its elongated hexagonal drum, in which there are vertically-stretched ellipsoid windows. 

The cupola contains two more visible levels above that, which form the lantern. The 

second layer of the cupola is cusped, which gives the cupolino an organic, flowerlike 

appearance. The uppermost level of the lantern is domical and contains smaller ellipsoid 

fenestrations, and above it is another final drum, atop of which is a cross. The outer 

structural walls are developed from an interpenetration of circular and elliptical volumes 

and masses. There are also eight smaller fenestrations in the form of horizontal ellipses 

that punctuate the base of the drum of the massive dome.   

The physical structure of the church as seen geometrically from above is a cube 

with a semispherical dome at its center,30 and a smaller rectangular bay that extends from 

the rear for the presbytery and the choir. At each of the four corners of the main worship 

area there are concave chapels adorned with devotional paintings and alto-rilievo carved 

images of virgins and cherubim, flanked by columns of golden yellow marble crowned 

                                                 
29 Marco Rosci, Leonardo da Vinci (Novarra: Istituto Geographico De Agostini S.p.A., 1956), 236.  
30 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 392–93. It is demonstrated by Robison’s expertise in his research as a historian 
and structural engineer that the dome of San Lorenzo is only externally a hemisphere, while on the inside 
its form is in fact extended into a semi-ellipsoid. 
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with composite capitals uniquely designed by Guarini. Each column capital is adorned 

with the heads of putti encircled by their wings, and foliage with apples and other fruits 

which hang from the middle of elegantly spiraling volutes.31 (Figure 11) Extended 

outward from the chapel are convex serlianas crowned with ornate classical entablatures, 

which descend elegantly on either side into volutes and alternately into other volutes that 

contain round oculi. In the vaulting between the concave back wall of the chapel and 

these arches are also circular oculi which allow light to penetrate and illuminate the 

space, and which connect with oculi placed vertically at the apex of the serlianas.32 These 

convex serlianas are set upon an architrave, which contains a classical frieze and is 

supported by the columns. (Figure 12) 

The inside worship space is rich with decoration and adorned with various types 

of stone such as blue-grey Carrara marble and Sienese marble from Tuscany which are 

applied to the columns and various marble façades. There are pendant designs which run 

down the frontal surfaces of pediments which alternate between the columniation, with 

fluted bases which extend one-third of the way up their surfaces. 

The church congregation is placed centrally in the church, directly below the main 

cupola. To the left of the congregation seating there is an ornate wooden pulpit, on the 

                                                 
31 The designs for these uniquely Guarinian column capitals can be found within his treatise on civil 
architecture: Guarino Guarini and Bianca Tavassi La Greca, Architettura Civile (Milano: Edizioni Il 
Polifilo, 1968), 136 (Osservazione Prima, Capitolo IV), (Osservazione Prima, Capitolo XII) and 
correspondingly, Tav. XII-XVII; An illustration of these capitals is also presented in, Paolo Portoghesi, 
Guarino Guarini (Milano: Electa Editrice, 1956), 11; For a description and images of these, see: Augusto 
Cavallari Murat, “Struttura e Forma nel Trattato Architettonico del Guarini” in Guarino Guarini e 

l'internazionalità del Barocco, Tomo Primo (Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 451–496. 
32 What I call “oculi” here may be what is referred to in the fifteenth-century architectural treatise by Leon 
Battista Alberti as coronix, which are structural forms that are like rings that interlock with arches to form 
the configuration of various types of vaulting. See, Leon Battista Alberti, On the Art of Building in Ten 
Books, trans. by Joseph Rykwert, Neil Leach, and Robert Tavernor (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1988), 
422.  
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side of the first side chapel on the left-hand side. To the front of the congregation is the 

high altar, flanked by two sets of columns and set within two serlianas, one in front of the 

sanctuary space of the presbytery and one to the rear, with a deeper space behind it which 

echoes the form of the side chapels.   

The presbytery of San Lorenzo is also set within an elliptical framework inside of 

the rectangular extension at the back of the church. This elliptical framework is 

surrounded by a larger ellipse, which includes the choir and the sacristy. The continuation 

of this ellipse forms the convex edge of the altar and the altar rail of the presbytery. The 

elliptical form of the presbytery and choir are interpolated by other concave and convex 

arcs, such as the design of the corner chapels. The cupola above the presbytery and the 

altar is also constructed of exposed ribs which form a six-sided hexagram. (Figure 13) 

This design is also echoed within the vaulting of the side chapels, punctuated at the center 

of the design by the round oculi.  

Located directly above the congregation and the main worship space is the 

cupola. (Figure 14) Looking upward the congregant sees an incredibly complex 

geometric structure. Looking up at the drum, one can see the inside of the smaller 

horizontal fenestrations, which are set within ornate stone frames. Along the drum, there 

are dentils placed below a cornice, interpolated within slightly arced pediments above 

each of the elliptical fenestrations. Above the cornice there is also a shallow frieze, with 

triglyphs, two set next to one another. (Figure 15) 

The pendentives below the drum are adorned with frescoes portraying Biblical 

scenes, saints and angels. Where the pendentives and the intermediary space between the 
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cupola and the congregation level meet there is a frieze, below which there is a cornice 

supported by dentils. Below the cornice which delineates the intermediary zone from the 

worship space, the pendentives are supported by the convex serlianas which extend from 

the concave chapels at each corner of the church. (Figure 16) 

On the level above the drum there are eight larger oval-shaped windows that are 

set on a vertical axis to accentuate the ascending verticality of the dome. Each window is 

ever so slightly cusped in a manner which expresses the delicate elegance of Baroque 

architecture, and they are each set within a frame adorned with scallop motifs and 

scrollwork. Above each of these there are eight smaller pentagonal fenestrations whose 

top point faces down toward the oval-shaped windows.  

The opening of the lantern is octagonal, and there are eight bands within it which 

criss-cross in a pattern which echoes the geometry of the main part of the massive cupola, 

although the bands are spread more widely apart. Above these bands are tiny ellipsoid 

fenestrations that can also be seen from the exterior. Between the base of each of the 

bands, there are small archways, which connect with the openings and fenestrations in the 

main part of the dome. The lantern is circumnavigated by eight crescent-shaped openings, 

each of which contain small oval fenestrations. The edges of these openings are fluted. 

Between them there are small, triangular niches which also allow light to pass through 

the lantern from the archways within its base. The lantern forms the central oculus which 

allows the passage of a great amount of light into the worship space, which is 

complemented by the more incidental light which passes through the larger fenestrations 

along the sides of the main dome.  
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The complex geometry of the large cupola is formed by two sets of parallel conic 

curves represented by wide bands of stone, each which pass at ninety degree angles, 

forming two overlapping squares set at forty-five degree angles at the opening of the 

lantern. Each band springs forth from the double sets of pediments situated on the narrow 

frieze at the bottom of the cornice. The entire dome is therefore constructed of eight 

interlocked conic sections, which form transverse diameters along the curvature of the 

cupola. This geometry within the main part of the dome interpolates and echoes that of 

the smaller lantern or cupolino, creating an effect of radiation and spinning motion. The 

geometry of the cupola resembles an intricate star pattern, which is at once highly 

rational as well as organic, creating a complex worship space for prayer and 

contemplation. (Figure 17) 

What is also important to distinguish in examining San Lorenzo is the difference 

between the church as it exists today and the church as was designed and built originally 

by Guarini. Extant records of Guarini’s contribution to the church exist primarily and 

most directly within his Architettura Civile, which contains engravings of both an 

external and cut-away elevation as well as a footprint. The external elevation represents 

the building as if it were standing on its own, and not connected to the other buildings in 

the Piazzetta Reale. It is also evident from this engraving that the basic architectural 

structure of the cupola and the cupolino are essentially identical as they are today, 

including the cusped oval windows in the level above the drum. The cut-away elevation 

reveals the same interlocked system of ribs of which the cupola is constructed, as well as 

the interlocking bands within the cupolino. The design of the lower level also includes 
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the system of serlianas resting upon an architrave, being held by engaged columns. 

Guarini’s footprint also reveals the essential structure of the church, with its alternating 

concave/convex walls, system of interlocking ribs within the cupola, as well as the 

hexagrammatic dome of the presbytery.  

What can be drawn from this is that Guarini’s involvement at San Lorenzo 

encompasses nearly all of its architectural features involving structure and form, 

including some of the more intricate details as well. However, it is also plausible that 

further renovations to San Lorenzo, and in particular to the interior, were added later, 

such as the frescoes within the pendentives, but this is secondary and less relevant to this 

discussion. Guarini’s contribution in all its intricacy is described in greater detail in his 

Architettura Civile, and can also be found from a theoretical standpoint within his 

Euclides and Cælestis, as will be discussed in greater detail in Part Three.    

Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo is testament not only to his complex mind as a 

mathematician and his remarkable skills as an engineer, but to an intricate awareness of 

aesthetic elegance, which makes its presence known through the entrance of light through 

the oculus of the cupola as it illuminates the central body of the church. San Lorenzo is 

an embodiment of overlaid and interlocking geometric structures which create a 

sophisticated and harmonic sense of light and space within the church. Guarini’s design 

for San Lorenzo reflects the element of light within its design, so that the church may act 

as an optical instrument, intended to create a direct awareness of the divine.   
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4 
— 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

 

 

On the seventeenth of January, 1624, Camillo Guarino Guarini was born in the north-

central Italian city of Modena,33 into the modest family of Raimondo Guarini and 

Eugenia Marescotti.34 Guarini’s lineage was of “Veronese extraction,” signifying a 

family move from Verona just south to the city of Modena.35 According to H.A. Meek’s 

account of his birth, Guarini was “born into” the parish of Santa Margherita, signifying 

the church in which he was baptized, and received his first communion.36  

                                                 
33 The place and time of Guarini’s birth can be verified by numerous sources, including: Clara Silvia Roero, 
“Guarino Guarini and Universal Mathematics” Nexus Network Journal 11, 3 (2009): 417; Robison, San 
Lorenzo, 2. Robison derives his biographical information from an earlier source: Sandonnini, “Il Padre 
Guarino Guarini Modenese,” 484–85. Sandonnini has a detailed account of his birth and parentage, 
including a direct entry from his baptism records: “Rinaldo Guarini ed Eugenia Marescotti furono i 
genitori di Guarino, il quale macque il 17 Gennaio del 1624 in Modena sotto l’antica parrochia di Santa 
Margherita nei registri dei Battezzati della quale si trove scritto: Battezzati di S.a Margherita. Addi 22 
Gennaio 1624 – Guarini figlio di S.r Rinaldo Guarini et della Signora Marescotti sua moglie fu battezzato. 
Furono pardini il Signor Marcello Guerenghi et la Signora Seghizza sua moglie.” This source is also 
referenced by Nino Carboneri, “Guarini a Modena” in Guarino Guarini e l’Internazionalità del Barocco, 
Tomo Primo (Torino: Accademia delle Scienze), 47–70; Meek, Guarino Guarini, 5; Klaiber, “Theatine 
Architecture,” 16; Rudolf Wittkower, “Introduzione al Guarini” in Guarino Guarini e l'Internazionalità del 

Barocco, Tomo Primo (Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 21–22; Wittkower, Studies, 178; Marziano 
Bernardi, Tre Palazzi a Torino (Torino: Istituto Bancario San Paolo di Torino, 1966), 12; Varriano, Italian 
Baroque, 209; The dates of Guarini’s birth and death are also stated in: Amelio Fara, “Geometrie della 
fortificazione e architettura da Borromini a Guarini” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in 
Florenz, 45. Bd., H. 1/2 (2001): 102. “Può apparire soprendente, ma per intendere l’essenza geometrica, 
finora rimasta nascosta, dell’architettura di Francesco Borromini (1599–1667), e di Guarino Guarini 
(1624–1683)…” 
34 Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 16. 
35 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 2. 
36 Meek, Guarino Guarini, 5. 
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Nino Carboneri states plainly that there are not many reasons to study Guarini’s 

early life or his Modenese origins. However at the same time, Carboneri draws attention 

to the dedication of the young Guarini to his studies in philosophy, theology, astronomy 

and mathematics. Carboneri also believes that while these studies led Guarini to 

architecture, his interests in this field were abstract and theoretical, at least in principle, 

and did not lead him in early years to professional practice in any appropriate sense of the 

word.37 Carboneri seems to be the only scholar who gives us evidence of Guarini’s 

intellectual interests and involvements at this early point in his life, although he merely 

discounts it as insignificant.  

On the twenty-seventh of November, 1639, at the age of fifteen, Guarini entered 

the Theatine Order at the seminary of San Silvestro al Quirinale in Rome.38 His 

discernment process and choice for this order in particular, founded just over one hundred 

years prior, in 1524, are not entirely known. However, the physical proximity of the 

Guarini home just a few blocks from the Theatine church of  San Vincenzo might have 

had a great deal to do with his attraction to this particular order.39 His clerical path was 

foreshadowed by his elder brother Eugenio Guarini, a path that would be successively 

                                                 
37 Carboneri, “Modena,” 47. “L’esordio Modenese di Guarino Guarini non offer motive di eccezionale 
interesse:egli dedicò probabilmente la maggior parte degli studi giovanili alla Filosofia, alla teologia, 
all’astronomia e alla matematici, giungendo per via di quest’ultima all’architettura: procedimento 
astratto, non confortato, almeno al principio, da una diuturna pratica di mestiere, né mai sostenuto da 
un’attivita professionale nel senso proprio della parola.” It must be noted however that it is unclear as to 
where Carboneri draws the conclusion about Guarini’s early life as an architect as lacking in professional 
experience. Carboneri’s citation is generally noted as pertaining to, Sandonnini, “Padre Guarino,” 483–534. 
However, this is non-specific, as it references the entire chapter.  
38 Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 384. 
39 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 5. Robison also suggests that Guarini’s early interest in architecture is 
evidenced by his involvement in the continued construction of San Vincenzo, during his return to Modena 
in 1647. He also notes that Guarini was elected supervisor of the building site, and worked under Bernardo 
Castagnini.  
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followed by the rest of his siblings.40 After his entrance into the order, he moved to Rome 

where he lived at the novitiate of San Silvestro al Quirinale.41  

While in Rome, Guarini would have been exposed to the architecture of Gian 

Lorenzo Bernini (1598–1680), Pietro da Cortona (1596–1669) and Francesco Borromini 

(1599–1667), all of whom were working in Rome at this time. Klaiber and Robison argue 

that this period was not of great consequence to Guarini’s development, based on an 

evident lack of stylistic relation between his own work and that of these other 

architects.42 However, the education of eight years in a Roman seminary must have 

included an intensive knowledge of the architecture contemporaneous to his time.43 It is 

also evident that below the distinctive surface design of the work of these Roman 

architects, there are many correlations involving the engineering and theoretical 

principles employed by these great masters and his own work that was soon to come. 

The Theatine Order was founded during the Counter Reformation. During this 

time there were also several other Counter-Reformational orders were also formed,44 

                                                 
40 Ibid., 2–3. 
41 Carboneri, “Modena,” 47. “…rimase a Modena fino al 27 novembre del 1639, quando, entrato  
nell’ordine dei Teatini, partì alla volta di Roma per compiere il noviziato in San Silvestro al Quirinale.” 
42 Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 17; Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 4. Robison is also reticent to confirm any 
possible relations with these architects, stating that, “The absence of any documentation regarding his 
activities during his novitiate does not allow us to draw any firm conclusions regarding Guarini’s possible 
relationships with these architects. Moreover, care must be taken in making assumptions about such 
connections, for while Guarini’s works demonstrate knowledge of Bernini’s and Borromini’s works, the 
working methods and artistic ideals remain distinct.”  
43 John Hendrix, The Relation Between, 6. Hendrix states plainly that Guarini did indeed study the work of 
Borromini while in Rome, and that he is at the conclusion of a period of theoretical architects, who rely 
largely on Neoplatonic theory, and at the beginning of the mechanistic view of Organic Rationalism 
brought about by the philosophy of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.  
44 There is a great deal of knowledge pertaining to the Theatine Order and other Counter-Reformational 
orders that came about during Guarini’s time. For further study, refer to the following sources: Klaiber, 
“Theatine Architecture,” 9. “The Theatines were the first to be founded among the various orders and 
congregations which would later become associated with the Counter Reformation such as the Barnabites, 
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including the Barnabites founded by Saint Anton Maria Zaccaria, Barthélemy Ferrari and 

Jacopo Morigia in 1530; the Jesuits founded by Saint Ignatius of Loyola in 1540; and the 

Oratorians founded by Saint Philip Neri beginning in 1575, but not officially approved 

until 1612 by Pope Paul V.45 All of these orders were forged out of the backlash of the 

Counter Reformation, and were intended to counteract what was seen as the threat and 

heresy of Protestant advancement throughout Europe.   

In 1516 Gian Matteo Giberti (1495–1543) and Gian Pietro Caraffa (1476–1559) 

founded a lay ministerial group called the Sodalitium Divini Amoris, or the Oratory of 

Divine Love. Giberti was born in southern Italy in Palermo, Sicily. In 1513 he entered the 

house of Cardinal Giuliano de Medici. After quickly advancing in Latin and Greek he 

was admitted to the Accademia Romana, and some time thereafter he was appointed the 

cardinal’s secretary, and also worked for Pope Leo X. Giberti’s religious devotion led 

him to form the Sodalitium before his ordination to the priesthood in 1521.  

Caraffa was born in Benevento in 1476 into one of the most wealthy and noble 

families in Naples. His close relative, Cardinal Oliviero Caraffa, introduced Gian Pietro 

to the Papal Court in 1494. Soon thereafter he took charge of the See of Chieti in 

Abruzzi, from which the word Theatine is derived. After seeking admission to the 

Dominican and Camaldolese Orders, he became associated with Gaetano dei Conti di 

                                                                                                                                                 
Oratorians and Jesuits; John Varriano, Italian Baroque and Rococo Architecture (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1986), 15–16. “Of equal importance for late Renaissance and early Baroque architecture 
was the impetus for new sacred construction resulting from the Counter Reformation’s emphasis on the 
establishment of new religious orders. Between 1524 and 1575, the Barnabite, Jesuit, Oratorian, and 
Theatine orders came into being, and as their influence spread, more and more new churches were built. 
45 Ibid., 16; Edward A Pace, Condé B. Pallen, Thomas J. Shahan and John J. Wynne, eds. The Catholic 
Encyclopedia (New York: The Encyclopedia Press, Inc., 1922), 722.   
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Tiene, hagiographically known as Saint Cajetan in the founding of the Theatine Order. In 

1555 Caraffa was elected pope in succession of Pope Marcellus II, and took the name 

Pope Paul IV.  

In 1524, Caraffa, along with Paolo Consiglieri, Bonifacio da Colle and Gaetano 

dei Conti di Tiene (1480–1547), founded the Theatine Order, with the intent of forming a 

body of clerics regular that followed the rules of the new reforms.46 The Theatines 

developed into a powerful and wide-spread religious order, whose theology focused on 

the importance and sacrality of the Holy Eucharist, the spoken word through preaching, 

and placed a particular emphasis on the communal recitation of the hours of the divine 

office. The reverence to God through lavishly decorated altars and churches is seemingly 

paradoxical to the strict vow of poverty taken by the priests and expressed in their 

personal living quarters.47 Theatines could eventually be found across Europe, including 

many of the cities in which Guarini lived and worked, such as Turin, Modena, Messina, 

Paris and Lisbon. Powerful patrons of the Theatine Order in Turin included the Savoy 

Dynasty, who eventually commissioned Guarini to rebuild the Church of San Lorenzo.48 

Many sources state that Guarini took his vows in Rome eight years after his 

entrance into the seminary in 1639.49 We also know from several sources that Guarini 

                                                 
46 Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 9. 
47 Quoted in, Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 75. 
48 Ibid., 25. 
49 Varriano, Italian Baroque, 209; These dates are also verified by: Rudolf Wittkower, “Introduzione al 
Guarini,” in Guarino Guarini e l’Internazionalità del Barocco (Torino: Accademia delle Scienze, 1970), 
21–22.  
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returned to Modena immediately following his ordination in 1647.50 Upon his return the 

responsibilities of his new life as a consecrated priest began. Carboneri writes that in 

1650 he was entrusted with the position of lecturer in philosophy at the convent in 

Modena. In 1654 he was appointed as procuratore (legal administrator) of the convent, in 

the place of his elder brother Eugenio, who was at that point transferred to Ferrara.51 

As a seminarian, Guarini’s education consisted of a rigorous curriculum 

composed of three years of philosophy followed by four or five years of theology. The 

first year was entirely dedicated to the study of logic, in order to instruct the novitiate the 

manner in which one develops cognizance and criticality when approaching philosophical 

and theological texts. The second year pertained to Aristotle and Euclid; namely 

Aristotle’s Physica and De Cælo and Euclid’s Elements. The third year was devoted to 

metaphysics, and the subsequent years that followed were steeped in the writings of St. 

                                                 
50 Klaiber offers an abbreviated history of Guarini’s life from the time of his ordination to the priesthood: 
Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 209. “In 1647, after eight years of study in Rome, he took the vows of the 
Theatine order and subsequently taught philosophy, theology, and mathematics in Theatine seminaries in 
Modena, Messina and Paris.” The completion of Guarini’s time in the seminary is also mentioned in 
Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 384; Sandonnini, “Padre Guarino,” 489. Sandonnini states that 
Guarini did not stay in Rome for more than six years, and returned to Modena, enriched by his studies in 
philosophy and theology, where he also became a lecturer in those subjects. “La dimora del Guarini in 
Roma non dovette oltrepassare i sei anni, ed egli ritornò in patria fornito di studi profondi, specialmente in 
filosofia e teologia…Una prova poi ben chiara della stima che godeva fra i suoi teatini e della conoscenza 
profonda che’ egli aveva della discipline filosofiche e teologiche l’abbiamo nel’ 1650, quando il padre 
generale avendo promesso di concedere ai Teatini di Modena lo studio di filosofia, costoro, oltre 
ringraziarlo, prospero di chiedergli nello stesso tempo il Guarini per lettore.” 
51 Carboneri, “Modena,” 47–48. “Tornato a Modena nel 1647, fu consecrato sacerdote ed ebbe via via 
mansion di sempre maggiore responsibilità nel suo convent, fino alla nomina a procuratore nel 1654, in 
sostituzione del fratello maggiore, Eugenio, trasferito a Ferrara. Infine fu eletto preposito agli inizi del 
1655; già nel 1650 gli era stato affidato l’incarico di lettore di Filosofia.” This account is also told by, 
Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 7; Rudolf Wittkower, Art and Architecture in Italy 1600–1750. (Singapore: 
Penguin Books, 1958), 29.  
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Thomas Aquinas and other sources of Thomistic theology. An emphasis was also placed 

on training architects in a manner that was theoretically based on mathematics.52  

The instrumental causality of the sacraments in Thomistic theology is also an 

important part of understanding the dynamic system of elements represented in Guarini’s 

architecture. Guarini was by profession an architect who studied mathematics, geometry 

and astronomy, but at his core, he was a priest and a theologian, although his theological 

works have never been published. For a priest, God and the sacraments are at the 

ontological core of the Catholic universe, and they must be considered as the basis and 

causality of everything else that Guarini studied and experienced. 

Architecturally, the church is the sacred vessel in which the sacraments are 

brought forth. The moment at which the Eucharist is consecrated, in which heaven 

reaches down and touches the earth and transforms the bread and wine into the body and 

blood of Christ, is understood as a metaphysical principle in which God acts or expresses 

causality. These causal acts are instrumental also in the sense that God’s actions are made 

possible through the oracle or oculus that is the church. The church is a clear window for 

God to make His presence known, and for a moment, for the believer’s thoughts or 

actions to somehow mirror God through grace.  

For Guarini, a young priest who would develop a strong interest in philosophy, 

astronomy and mathematics, this awareness takes on the form of a stratified system. 

Layer upon layer of information which coincides at tangents, extensions, planes, points 

and fulcrums through an understanding of the universe by means of geometrical and 
                                                 
52 Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 18–20.  
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mathematical structures correlate with the architectonics, arcuate systems and cupolas of 

which his architecture, including San Lorenzo, would be constructed. These structures 

within San Lorenzo in turn fold back upon their origin to form a structural simulacrum 

with light, the primary substance which is synonymous with God.   

The overarching emphasis within the Theatine Order was in mathematics as a 

didactic and theoretical entity, of which architecture was therefore merely one aspect or 

application.53 This emphasis influences Guarini’s architecture, in which architectonics are 

a manifestation of mathematics beyond mensuration and planimetry, and are thought of 

on a highly theoretical level. His conception of the universe relegated by numbers at its 

core held deep theological significance, writing in Euclides Adauctus that “indeed the 

incomparable magic and miracle of mathematics represents the true gifts that architecture 

holds.”54  

Guarini applied the knowledge of mathematics of his time, advancing it as he saw 

fit to his architectural expression. Guarini’s system of conic curves at San Lorenzo, for 

example, involves the interpenetration of geometric and algebraic systems, as well as 

                                                 
53 Ibid., 19; It has also been suggested that Guarini’s strong interest and abilities in mathematics are part of 
his bloodline, and that Antonio Guarini, the mid sixteenth-century mathematician and ducal superintendent 
of the Fabbrica dell’ Ingrandimento di Modena might be of the same family. For further biographical 
information, see: Sandonnini, “Padre Guarino”; Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 3, 15–16. Klaiber 
expounds upon Guarini’s relation of mathematics to architecture, and of the hesitant acceptance of him as 
an architect: “Some of the early modern reticence regarding Guarini’s architecture might therefore be 
attributed to a tacit understanding of architecture as a task proper to mathematicians and other scientists. 
Closer examination of the Theatine order and 17th-century scholarship should illuminate the links between 
Guarini’s three apparently diverse spheres of activity: the priesthood, scholarship and architecture.” Klaiber 
also states that Antonio Guarini worked on fortifications and urban planning in his home town of Modena, 
and that he also published a translation of Aristotle’s Mechanica; Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 2. Robison also 
expresses that Antonio was a brilliant mathematician and engineer.     
54 Guarino Guarini, Euclides Adauctus et Methodicus (Pedemontium: Augustæ Tavrinorum, 1671), 
(“Regalis Celsitudo”), unpaginated. “…sed insuper Thaumaturga Mathematicorum miraculorum insigni 
vereque Regali architettura coruscate.” 
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designs which reflect the development of the calculus which presents itself in his 

Euclides and Cælestis. In turn, this new mathematics gave rise to projective geometry, 

and influenced mathematical astronomy.55 Guarini’s employment of these systems is 

what makes him unique as an architect, and their complexity and sophistication is 

evidenced by what would become his design of the Church of San Lorenzo. 

In 1649 Guarini was appointed as the site supervisor of the Church of San 

Vincenzo in Modena, where he worked under the construction supervisor and fellow 

Theatine Bernardo Castagnini. (Figure 18) Sandonnini states that the Theatine Order 

founded San Vincenzo in 1617, by which time they laid the first stones of their new 

temple and home.56 San Vincenzo was modeled after the seat of the Theatine Order, Sant’ 

Andrea della Valle in Rome. San Vincenzo was originally designed by Paolo Reggiano, 

and the dome was designed by Bartolomeo Avanzini (1608–1658), another northern 

Italian architect to whom the design of the Palazzo Ducale of Modena has also been 

attributed.  

During the construction of San Vincenzo in 1651, the capomastri (construction 

foremen) expressed concerns about the ability of the church to support the weight of 

Avanzini’s dome. The structural problems of the dome were solved in 1653 by 

employing Guarini’s alternative design which was lighter in weight and therefore more 

                                                 
55 For more information about the development of geometry and mathematics in relation to classical optics, 
as well as the integration of geometry and algebra, refer to: Nader El-Bizri. “Classical Optics and the 
Perspectivae Traditions” in Renaissance Theories of Vision, ed. John Shannon Hendrix and Charles H. 
Carman (Surrey, England: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), 14.  
56 Sandonnini, “Padre Guarino,” 489. “I Teatini atterrata la vecchia chiesa di San Vincenzo nel, 1617 con 
pompa solenne posero la prima pietra del nuovo tempio e della nuova casa.” 
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structurally sound than Avanzini’s.57 It becomes evident that Guarini had an advanced 

knowledge of architecture, despite the fact noted by several scholars, including Robison 

and Varriano, that he had no professional training in this field.58  

According to Robison, Guarini’s display of remarkable ability during this time 

may have resulted in the administrative offices to which he was soon thereafter 

appointed. Seven months after taking over his brother’s position as procuratore, he was 

appointed preposito (provost) in 1655.59 However, Duke Alfonso d’Este desired 

Castagnini for the role of provost, and Guarini renounced his position. Robison states that 

although Guarini stepped down, he was subsequently forced into exile, due to a power 

struggle with a fellow priest. The order in Parma voted to accept him in their chapter, 

claiming that his talents were worthy of the office, and that the Duke’s treatment of him 

was unfair.60  

The reaction of the order in Parma may signify not only the respect mentioned 

among the Theatines, but also a positive and growing reputation that Guarini was 

beginning to gain in the world of architecture. Varriano points out that the success of an 

architect was based just as much on his relations with social contacts as on raw ability, 

stating that Guarini received commissions for numerous churches sponsored by his 

order.61 Guarini’s method of public relations relate to his presence within the Theatine 

Order, founded by powerful and influential men, in both the internally religious as well as 

the geopolitically influential worlds of the Church. These two worlds coincide within 
                                                 
57 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 6–7; A detailed account of this is also in Sandonnini, “Padre Guarino,” 490. 
58 Varriano, Italian Baroque, 11.  
59 Ibid., 7; Carboneri, “Modena,” 48. 
60 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 8; Elwin C. Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 384. 
61 Varriano, Italian Baroque, 11. 
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Guarini’s architecture to reveal a high form of mystical and intellectual genius embodied 

within the most public form of artistic expression, which is relevant not only to the 

general populace, but also to the elite world of his patrons, the Savoy family. 

Guarini’s exile is of great significance, as it gave rise to his travels outside 

northern Italy, to Sicily and France, as well as to Spain and Portugal.62 His exile caused 

Guarini to leave his advanced administrative post and pursue further work as an architect, 

and also to work as a professor teaching mathematics and philosophy at Theatine 

seminaries in Modena, Messina and Paris.63 His work on some of the projects from this 

point forward exhibits an interest in developing asymmetrical geometries, and design 

plans that begin to foreshadow the plans for San Lorenzo by using interlocked systems of 

rib vaulting for the structure of the domes.64  

In 1660 Guarini arrived in Messina, on the island of Sicily, and was soon 

appointed as a professor of mathematics at the Theatine school.65 During the next two 

years, Guarini worked on several architectural projects for the Theatine Order, including 

                                                 
62 Guarini’s travels, according to Robison, are a point of contention: Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 
384. For further evidence pertaining to these travels, as well as to how the Moorish influence in Guarini’s 
Sicilian article may have come about, see: Florensa, “Mondo Islamico,” 637–665; Meek, “Guarino 
Guarini,” 12. As Meek points out, the church listed in Guarini’s Architettura Civile, Santa Maria della 
Providenza, is located in Lisbon, Portugal. For illustrations of this church, refer to, Guarini, Architettura 
Civile, tav. 16 and 17.   
63 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 29; Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 209. Klaiber also gives an abbreviated 
history of Guarini’s move from the seminary to his work as an academic abroad: “In 1647, after eight years 
of study in Rome, he took the vows of the Theatine order and subsequently taught philosophy, theology, 
and mathematics in Theatine seminaries in Modena, Messina and Paris”; Meek, Guarino Guarini, 19; 
Hendrix, The Relation Between, 47.  
64 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 12. 
65 Nino Carboneri, “Introduzione,” in Guarino Guarini, Architettura Civile (Milano: Edizioni Il Polifilo), 
xii. “Nel 1660 è a Messina: non si hanno informazioni sul period intermedio, durante il quale dovette 
viaggiare molto, come si deduce dalla presentazione della Pietà Trionfante, pubblicata a Messina nel 1660, 
in cui è definite ‘Mercurio del Nostro Secolo’” Meek, Guarino Guarini, 19. Meek also argues the fact that 
the only record of Guarini’s arrival is due to the publication of Guarini’s play, La pietà trionfante, which 
was written to be performed by the youths of the local seminary. He also is unsure of the 1660 date, and 
says that it may have been 1659 or 1660.   
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the façade of Santa Maria Annunziata, which was destroyed by an earthquake in 1908,66 

and the church of the Padri Somaschi, which was never built. (Figure 19) In 1662 

Guarini returned to Modena, and obtained permission to visit his failing mother.67  

Shortly thereafter Guarini moved to Paris, where he was commissioned to build 

the Theatine church of Sainte Anne la Royale (Figure 20) by Cardinal Giulio Raimondo 

Mazzarino, also known as Jules Mazarin (1602–1661). The central structure of Sainte 

Anne is a Greek cross plan, with an extended head of the cross, which creates the space 

of the sanctuary. Elliptical side chapels flank either side of each transept, as well as along 

the sides of the nave. Above the worship space there is a large extended drum with 

double sets of columns that is connected to the cupola above it. The cupola of the church 

has interlocking bands of stone which form a criss-cross pattern, which foreshadows the 

dome of San Lorenzo.68 Above the dome there is a smaller cupolino, which is connected 

to the lantern. The Church of Sainte Anne was destroyed in 1823.While in Paris Guarini 

also taught theology at the Theatine school, and during that time his treatise on 

philosophy, Placita Philosophica was published. This publication eventually led him to 

lecture in Paris, as well as Modena and Messina, on the subjects of physics and 

metaphysics.69 

                                                 
66 Ibid., Meek notes that the inwardly concave form of the façade of this church is one evident comparison 
to the work of Francesco Borromini, and his Oratory of San Filippo Neri in Rome. 
67 Carboneri, “Introduzione,” xii.  
68 Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 385–86. “The pattern of interlacing bands in its dome established a 
motif that he would later develop as fully independent structural ribs. Guarini did not yet use the conic 
sections that would characterize his later vaults, however, nor did he use repeating geometries to increase 
the apparent height of the dome.” 
69 Carboneri, “Introduzione,” xii. “È del period parigino, durante il quale insegna teologia, l’edizione dei 
Placita Philosophica (1665), che riassumono i risultati degli studi e delle lezioni di Modena, Messina e 
Parigi, nell’ambito della fisica e della metaphysica.” 
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Robison has also found a particular link between Guarini’s time in Paris and his 

developing interest in optical theory. Robison refers to Guarini’s association with 

architects who would soon become involved with the Académie Royal d’Architecture 

after its founding in 1671, stating that they most likely had a profound influence on 

Guarini’s ideas on aesthetics and opticality. His relations with the architect and scholar 

Claude Perrault (1613–1688) led to a renewed interest in the beauty of the Gothic church, 

an influence reflected in Guarini’s use of openwork vaulting systems, and to the practice 

of making structural corrections according to optical considerations.70 Perrault is known 

for designing the eastern façade of the Louvre (1667–1670), but was primarily a 

physician and an anatomist. Perrault’s influence on Guarini’s work may have extended 

far beyond an interest in opticality involving perspective and placement of form and 

structure within the church, as Guarini’s work reveals an intense, philosophical 

understanding of the principles of light and optics, as is reflected in San Lorenzo.  

In 1666, Guarini arrived in Turin, and for a short time after was stationed in Nizza 

(Nice) where he worked on the project of The Church of San Gaetano, however the 

project never came to fruition. (Figure 21) In 1668, he received the commission to 

continue the work on La Santissima Sindone (The Chapel of the Holy Shroud) (Figure 

                                                 
70 Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 399–400. “One of the closest parallels between Perrault's and 
Guarini's ideas concerns optical corrections. Every major treatise writer since Vitruvius spoke of the need 
for correcting optical distortions, such as those resulting from viewing a tall building from a close vantage 
point. Perrault, however, partly based on his medical knowledge, concluded that the eye was able to correct 
apparent distortions with ease. He reasoned that no one was afraid because of the converging lines of a 
gallery that he would hit his head on the ceiling at the end of the passage. Likewise, no one mistook a 
circular window for an elliptical one simply because it was viewed obliquely. In Perrault's theory on 
architectural aesthetics, optical corrections were not only useless; they were wrong. Based on these 
observations, Perrault rejected Vitruvian recommendations for optical corrections in architecture.” 
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22) and is also given the commission for San Lorenzo.71 Carboneri states that Guarini’s 

design is the culmination of his work abroad, and is influenced by Roman, Sicilian, 

French and possibly Iberian architecture.72 In 1674, Guarini published his architectural 

treatise, Modo di misurare le fabbriche (Methods of measurement for construction), 

followed in 1676 by his Trattato di fortificazione (Treatise on fortifications). 

Guarini died on the sixth of March, 1683. He had still been at work on La 

Santissima Sindone and the Palazzo Ducale, and awaiting the release of his two-volume 

treatise on celestial mathematics, Cælestis Mathematicae pars prima et secunda. Both 

volumes were published posthumously in the same year, and two other previously 

published works developed out of it, including the Compendio della sfera celeste 

(Compendium of the celestial sphere) and a treatise concerning time and the movement 

of the planets according to the Aristotelian primum mobile, entitled, Leges temporum et 

planetarum (The Laws of Time and the Planets).73 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
71 For a more detailed account of this commission, refer to Chapter Three of this manuscript, The Church of 
San Lorenzo.  
72 Carboneri, “Introduzione,” xiii. “A Torino il Guarini giungeva forte di un’esperienza complessa, 
arricchita da elementi romani, emiliani e siciliani, posti a confront con la cultura e con la tradizione 
architettonica francese (e forse anche iberica, se si accetta l’ipotesi, però non documentata, di un suo 
viaggio durante il soggiorno parigino), la quale d’altra parte era venuta in contatto con il Bernini e con 
altri artisti italiane per la fabbrica del Louvre.” 
73 Ibid., xvii.; Robison, “San Lorenzo,” 35.; Guarino Guarini, Leges Temporum, et Planetarum (Augustæ 
Taurinorum [Turin]: Ex Typographia Hæredum Caroli Ianelli), 1678.    
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5 
— 

HISTORIOGRAPHY 
 

 

 

Guarini’s historiography is fascinating because it reveals the architect as the subject of 

vast miscomprehension. I believe that the basis of this problem lies in the lack of ability 

to recognize the pure functionality between Guarini’s academic theory and his 

architecture. Functionality in this sense partakes in the essential idea that how Guarini 

thinks, and what he discovers about the universe around him, directly influence how he 

designs. This methodology is crucial for Guarini for two reasons. First, it serves as a 

conceptual fulcrum, in which Guarini’s discoveries about philosophy, geometry, and 

astronomy imbue his designs with meaning, so that no architectonic form is left without 

having both a basis in internal logic, as well as that reflected as the external logic found 

within the workings of the mathematical and astronomical universe. Second, Guarini’s 

methodology creates an architectonic simulacrum, in which the universal laws of 

geometry and astrophysics are reflected within the structure itself. 

 What is lacking in much of the historiography about Guarini and his work is an 

understanding of his primary texts, and specifically his treatises on geometry and 

astronomy, as the intellectual basis of his architecture. There are many secondary 

sources, especially more recently, that do at least touch upon, if not center on the 

relationship of Guarini’s work to light and to optics, including Elwin Robison’s article 
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“Optics and Mathematics in the Domed Churches of Guarino Guarini” and most 

prominently, James McQuillan’s dissertation “Geometry and light in the architecture of 

Guarino Guarini.”  

The purpose of my own work is to further an understanding of how Guarini’s 

academic studies function as a vehicle for his architectural imagination. I set forth to 

understand how Guarini’s discovery of the subtle curve of a planet’s orbit around the sun 

follows the direct path of his hand on the drafting table in the creation of his architecture. 

I would like to understand how Guarini’s complex mathematics creates solutions to 

engineering problems, as well as brings forth philosophical meaning. For Guarini, the 

precision and elegance of these calculations are a source of a vivid and remarkable light, 

and there is an essential link between light, and the directional paths which light takes 

within the geometric and celestial realms that directly influence his conception of 

architectonic forms.     

The earliest historical accounts of Guarini are those which reflect upon his 

accomplishments in architecture, mathematics and astronomy as either being greatly 

misunderstood or not completely defined by any method of understanding.74 Other 

accounts might suggest an utter lack of appreciation or absence of desire in attempting to 

understand his complex and difficult work.75 By contrast, Guarini has been spoken of as a 

                                                 
74 Meek, Guarino Guarini, 2. “…Guarini’s architectural language is so fantastic, original and strange, that 
it defies any attempt to classify it. Guarini, in a word, is not the product of an ambience: he is the creator of 
one.”; David R. Coffin, “Padre Guarino Guarini in Paris” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 
15, 2 (1956): 3. Coffin quotes the Bolognese priest Sebastiano Locatelli, upon seeing Guarini’s church of 
Sainte Anne la Royale in Paris, as saying, “the plan of this new church is so bizarre that I have never seen 
any church to resemble it, even in part.”  
75 For critically negative accounts of Guarini and his work, see: Wittkower, Studies in the Italian Baroque 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1975), 178; Francesco Milizia, Memorie degli architetti antichi e moderni, 
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revolutionary who pushed the envelope of architecture through new applications of 

mathematics and structural engineering.76  

These critical writings about Guarini speculate on the historical origin and context 

of his work. Guarini has been spoken of as an architect who worked in a style that had 

much in common with the new models of Baroque musical composition, while at the 

same time simultaneously and radically removing himself from any point of orientation 

within the history of architecture.77  

                                                                                                                                                 
(Bassano: A Spesi Remondini di Venezia, 1785), also referenced in a later version: Francesco Milizia, Le 
Vite de’ Piu Celebri Architetti d’ogni nazione e d’ogni tempo: precedute di un saggio sopra l’architettura 
(Roma: Komarek, 1768), 199; Stefano Ticozzi, Dizionario degli architetti, scultori, pittori…d’ogni età e 
d’ogni nazione (Milano: Gaetano Schiepatti, 1830), 223–24.     
76 For further research pertaining to Guarini as a revolutionary in his field, see: André Michel and Paul 
Vitry, Histoire de l’Art depuis les premiers temps chrétiens jusqu’à nos jours (Paris: A. Colin, 1905), 68 
ff.; Accademia delle scienze di Torino, Guarino Guarini e l'internazionalità del Barocco, Tomo Primo 
(Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970); Accademia delle Scienze, Guarino Guarini e l'internazionalità 

del Barocco, Tomo Secondo (Torino: Accademia delle Scienze, 1970); Robison, “Optics and 
Mathematics,” 384–401; Robison, “San Lorenzo,” see v–vi in particular. Robison stresses that his 
manuscript on Guarini focuses particularly on the relation between his architecture and mathematics; Paolo 
Portoghesi, Guarino Guarini (Milano: Editrice, 1956); Roero, “Universal Mathematics,” 415, 418. Roero 
focuses in particular on the high level of Guarini’s ability as a mathematician; Varriano, Italian Baroque, 
16. Varriano places Guarini among the major figures of Baroque architecture, including Gian Lorenzo 
Bernini, Francesco Borromini and Pietro da Cortona; James McQuillan, “Guarino Guarini and his Grand 
Philosophy of Sapientia and Mathematics” Nexus Network Journal 11, 3 (2009): 341–49; Hendrix, The 
Relation Between, 6, 9, 34, 41, 46–50, 52–54, 56–58, 61, 249. Hendrix strongly recognizes the connection 
between Guarini’s theoretical treatises and his architecture; Rudolf Wittkower, Gothic vs. Classic, 
Architectural Projects in Seventeenth-Century Italy (New York: George Braziller Inc. 1974), 83–94. While 
Wittkower touches on the negative criticism toward the influence of Gothic architecture in the work of 
Borromini and Guarini, he sheds a positive light towards the influence of it in Guarini’s work, stating that, 
“Guarini’s treatise contains more references to Gothic architecture than any architectural treatise before 
his.”; Claudia Mu �ller, Unendlichkeit und Transzendenz in der Sakralarchitektur Guarinis (Hildesheim: G. 
Olms, 1986); Robin, Evans, The Projective Cast (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
1995), 305–06. Evans refers to specific theoretical aspects of Guarini’s work. However, I point out these 
two pages in particular because of the reference to Guarini being the first to publish on the subject of 
stereotomy in Italy. 
77 The original reference to this statement concerning Guarini’s anti-historical nature is in, Giulio Carlo 
Argan, “La Tecnica del Guarini” in Guarino Guarini e l'Internazionalità del Barocco, Tomo Primo 
(Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 35–46. “Nulla di più verosimile che la nuova tecnica 
progettistica guariniana, proprio in quanto si avvicinava al ‘modello’ tecnica della composizione musicale 
ed eliminava radicalmente la component storica, abbia contribuito non poco alla fortuna internazionale 
del Barocco.” There is another reference to this quote in: Meek, Guarino Guarini, 2, who translates 
Argan’s words as stating that Guarini posed a “‘radical elimination of the historical component.’ from 
architectural style.” The reference to music is also noted by Meek toward the bottom of the same page: 
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Rudolf Wittkower (1901–1971) states that Guarini’s name was almost entirely 

unknown when he studied during the 1920s in Munich under Heinrich Wölfflin (1864–

1945). Both Wittkower as well as Meek reveal the negative criticism Guarini’s work 

suffered under the brunt of Neoclassicism.78 Wittkower has spoken of the “hostility” of 

the Neoclassical generation of scholars toward what they considered the nonsensical, 

bizarre architectural forms of the Baroque period. Wittkower and Meek make particular 

reference to the eighteenth-century Italian scholar Francesco Milizia (1725–1798) in 

particular, who claimed that anyone bold enough to appreciate Guarini’s architecture 

would be counted “among the cranks.”79  

Milizia was a prominent and well-published theorist. His circle of influence 

included the German painter Anton Raphael Mengs (1728–1779), the Spanish art 

collector Don José Nicholas De Azara (1730–1804), and the father of modern art history, 

Johann Wincklemann (1717–1768). Wittkower also quotes Stefano Ticozzi (1762–1836), 

who blatantly insults Guarini in his entry to the Dizionario di Architetti, Scultori e Pittori 

published in 1831, stating that Guarini was appointed the architect of the Duke of Savoy, 

…because every notion of good taste had been lost in that age…[Various] 
cities had the misfortune rather than the luck to possess buildings by 

                                                                                                                                                 
“The freedom he enjoyed in using non-traditional solutions, however, did not result in the emergence of a 
new type of eclectic imitation. Instead, there was a process of thematic assimilation, which has been 
likened to the harmonic development we find in music, where what is important is not so much the melodic 
theme, but the development it receives via the quasi-mathematical rules of the counterpoint, until a rich 
harmonic texture is achieved.” 
78 References to the critical backlash of Neoclassicism can be found in the following sources: Wittkower, 
Italian Baroque, 178; Meek, Guarino Guarini, 1. 
79 Wittkower, Italian Baroque, 178. Wittkower’s recitation of Milizia’s words translate as, “Good luck to 
anyone who likes Guarini’s architecture – but count him among the cranks.” Meek’s translation, in Guarino 
Guarini, 1, reads, “whoever  likes Guarini’s architecture, much good may it do him, but he would be a 
nitwit.” 
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him…Everything about them is arbitrary, without rule, contrived. He died, 
to the benefit of art, in 1683.80  
 

The condemnation of Guarini presented in these sources appears to be extremely harsh, 

even going as far as to say that the world of art is much better off with Guarini dead.   

Within this eighteenth-century critique there appears to be an assumption being 

made about the nature of reason and the presentation of rationality within the 

architectural forms of the Baroque period in contrast with those found in Neoclassicism. 

The main precedence upon which this assumption may be founded in architecture is 

parallel to that found in the shift in science between the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. The foundational Enlightenment thinkers, including John Locke (1632–1704), 

Baruch Spinoza (1634–1677) and Isaac Newton (1642–1727), sparked reactionary 

theories in science that were not only diametrically opposed to the scientific claims of the 

Baroque period, but also held strong contempt for the church which condemned their 

prior advances.  

This parallel shift in the arts and sciences can be connected in the designs of 

Guarino Guarini to a cosmology that is made present by the influence of his scientific 

theories on geometry and astronomy. In the Baroque period, humankind’s place in the 

cosmos was in many ways determined by the mind’s relation to the cosmos within a 

Neoplatonic framework,81 a framework which was structured differently than the 

                                                 
80 Ibid., 178.  
81 McQuillan, “Sapientia and Mathematics,” 341. McQuillan discusses the variance of cognition in the 
Baroque period involving humankind’s relation to the cosmos, and thereby to architecture, with that of the 
contemporary world. This may also be compared to the strong reaction against the Baroque by the 
Neoclassical age seen in the works of Milizia, for one: “Three hundred years ago, such confusion was 
impossible, and age-old conventions were in place to secure man’s place in the world, mainly through a 
cosmology that was being questioned, of course, but only by an elite…The human mind was a reflection of 
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empirical scientific model which was to be brought about during the Enlightenment 

period.  

However, I believe that claims such as Milizia’s may have been different if he had 

also been a scholar of Guarini’s science, and if he had been able to make the bridge 

between late Baroque science and the profound mystical traditions which accompanied it, 

namely the causality between God and the sacraments, and the scientific studies of the 

Theatine Order. As a contemporary of René Descartes (1596–1650), who is often 

considered the founder of Enlightenment thought, Guarini was in many ways on the 

forefront of scientific thought during his time, although his advancements have thus far 

gone unnoticed, as well as misunderstood as being conformative to the censorship of the 

Roman Catholic church. This is evident in the writings of Marcello Fagiolo, who states 

that Guarini presents a theory of geocentricity within his treatise Placita Philosophica.82    

It is not until the nineteenth century that positive criticism about Guarini begins to 

develop. The chapter entitled, “Il Padre Guarino Guarini” by Tomasso Sandonnini offers 

one of the closest accounts of Guarini’s life, based directly on archival and period 

documents from northern Italy, including the Archivio dei Teatini dell’ Opera Pia, the 

                                                                                                                                                 
the cosmic order under neo-Platonic-Aristotelian norms, shared by the great artists and architects of the 
Baroque, especially the only one who was a scholar and mathematician, Guarino Guarini (1624–1683).”  
82 Marcello Fagiolo, “La Geosofia del Guarini,” in Guarino Guarini e l'Internazionalità del Barocco, Tomo 
Secondo (Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 186. “La geometria era nata come tecnica 
agrimensoria, nettamente pragmatistica, legata alla terra: scienze di questo mondo. Ora, diventa carico di 
destino il fatto che Guarini, il fanatico della geometria, rimanga ancorato alla teoria geocentric 
dell’universo.” 
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Archivio di Stato di Torino, as well as manuscripts and codices from the municipality of 

Modena.83   

There is a shift in critical thinking about Guarini that begins to surface in post-war 

Europe in the twentieth century, in which his work is not merely reevaluated in a positive 

light, but syntactically in relation to his other work as a scholar and mathematician.84 The 

theoretical nature of this new scholarship allows for the development of an entirely new 

understanding of Guarini’s work; an understanding which may in fact echo the awareness 

found originally in the Baroque period among its artists, architects and scholars.  

The evident Gothic influence within San Lorenzo, present within the openwork 

vaulting of the dome, which includes the use of stereotomy (stone cutting) as opposed to 

cast cement, has been researched by numerous scholars. Paolo Marconi states that the 

influence of the Gothic within Guarini’s church is made present through a return to 

philosophical architecture, which forms a coherence between the physical structure of the 

building, and what he calls the strutture occulte (occult structures), which lifts and 

stimulates the imagination.85 

                                                 
83 Sandonnini, “Padre Guarino,” 482, 490, 496; For the references to Sandonnini in these writings, refer to: 
Robison, “San Lorenzo in Turin,” 2, 3, 8; Klaiber, “Theatine Architecture,” 14–16; Carboneri, “Modena,” 
50; Augusta Lange, “Disegni e documenti di Guarino Guarini” in Guarino Guarini e l'Internazionalità del 

Barocco, Tomo Primo (Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 123; Gianni Carlo Sciolla, “Note sul 
‘Trattato di Fortificazione’ del Guarini” in Guarino Guarini e l'Internazionalità del Barocco, Tomo Primo 
(Torino: Accademia delle scienze, 1970), 513; Mario Passanti, Nel Mondo Magico di Guarino Guarini 
(Torino: Toso, 1963), unpaginated.  
84 Robison, “San Lorenzo,” vi. Robison also points out that many of the more positive accounts of 
Guarini’s life and work come out after World War II; Wittkower, Italian Baroque, 178. This shift is also 
noted by Wittkower in his account, however he refers to this time from his vantage point as a student in 
1920, where he went almost entirely unknown; see note 20 for references to sources which see Guarini in 
this new way. 
85 Paolo Marcone, “Guarino Guarini ed il Gotico” in Guarino Guarini è l’Internazionalità del Barocco, 
Tomo Primo (Torino: Accademia delle Scienze, 1970), 615. “…alla ricerca di una architettura filosofica la 
cui ambizione principale non sta tanto nel persequire la coerenza tra forma e funzione struttiva (vedi gli 
ingegnosissimi trucchi scenic della parte intermedia del S. Lorenzo [sic], ove le funzioni portanti sono 
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Scholarship that pertains most directly to Guarini’s association to optics is drawn 

upon an ostensive in-depth interest in the association between light and geometry in the 

theological, metaphysical and scientific sense that is present in his writings. Robison 

develops his line of inquiry by analyzing how Guarini’s apparent interest in optics 

manifests in his methods of engineering and structural design. Robison argues that while 

the cupola of San Lorenzo forms a perfect sphere, thickening of the inner walls toward 

the drum creates an elliptical space, allowing for the control and manipulation of light 

and reflection within space.86  

Robison’s argument has guided my own by forming an apparent relationship 

between structure and light in Guarini’s San Lorenzo. I argue further however, that San 

Lorenzo’s dome acts as an optical instrument because it is structurally mimetic of the 

anatomy of the eye itself, which holds profound theological and philosophical 

implications.  

McQuillan believes that there is a deficiency present in the comprehension of 

Guarini’s knowledge as well, the solution to which rests upon understanding the 

metaphysics and philosophy of mathematics present within other scholars of the Theatine 

Order.87 He mentions two contemporaries of Guarini, Ioannes Bonifacius Bagatta, and 

Girolamo Vitalis, which Guarini discusses in his Euclides. In 1668 Vitalis published the 

Lexicon Mathematicum, published again in 1690. In the later edition, Vitalis quotes Saint 

                                                                                                                                                 
assolte da strutture occulte) quanto piuttosto di elaborare immagini architettoniche inconsuete e 
stimolanti, talvolta barbariche, talvolta francamente sgraziate o fuori scala, ma gravid di messaggi 
simbolici in un tentative forse unico nel suo genere di approdare ad un’architettura davvero parlante.” 
86 Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 393.  
87 McQuillan, “Geometry and Light,” 10. 
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Bonaventure stating that “light inheres in bodies as it is the substantial form of the sun.”88 

The relation between substance and light becomes apparent here, but McQuillan doesn’t 

connect this idea to the relation of light to the architectonic structure.   

McQuillan’s inquiry, like my own, leads to an interest in the philosophy of light 

and geometry present since Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon in the thirteenth 

century.89 However McQuillan believes that since Guarini’s mathematics is universal, it 

is only theoretical and speculative, and lack any concrete applications. McQuillan’s 

concept of a metaphysical hierarchy present within Guarini’s work also pertains to the 

relation between the point, line and plane in the formation of conics and spheres. I apply 

this association through a syllogistic understanding of their relation as well. 

McQuillan also formulates an interesting understanding of Guarini’s philosophy 

of light according to substance and accidens, by referencing the chapter of Guarini’s 

Placita Philosophica entitled “De Luce.” In this text, Guarini explains that while the 

substance of light is unchangeable, it creates a compositional relationship with form. 

Guarini’s theory of light represents light and its association to form, and the way in which 

light conducts itself within the presence of those forms.90 

I argue however that Guarini’s philosophy of light, his mathematical calculations 

and geometrical figures, are applied directly to the creation of his architectonic forms. 

                                                 
88 Ibid., 85.  
89 Ibid., 10.  
90 Quoted in McQuillan, “Geometry and Light,” 110. “The Response is that many forms are repugnant in 
the same subject, if incoming forms would not change the subject substantially and essentially: indeed light 
does not change substantially but accidentally. Whence it cannot be called substantial form. Because when 
light is found in the subject, it is made a new composite. I add, that it is repugnant also for substantial form 
(to be) in the same subject, subordinated to no other principle: verily light will not be subordinated to 
anything; because it conducts itself with every indifference.” 
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This is evident in the most apparent sense, by comparing diagrams in Guarini’s Euclides 

Adauctus, as well as his Cælestis Mathematicae, to architectural diagrams in his 

Architettura Civile, which I will demonstrate in Part Two. 

The other delineation between McQuillan’s line of inquiry and my own is that the 

architectural portion of his dissertation focuses on The Chapel of the Holy Shroud (La 

Santissima Sindone), which is not discussed until the second to last chapter. The chapters 

prior are entirely devoted to Guarini’s philosophy and mathematics, and are disconnected 

from any ideas which directly relate to his work architecturally. McQuillan’s paper is 

indeed brilliant in its representation of Guarini’s philosophy, which is also understood 

through comparative and peripatetic analysis. Although McQuillan’s analysis of 

Guarini’s treatises is not didactically connected to his architecture, McQuillan’s 

understanding of the history of philosophy, mathematics and astronomy, as well as his 

comprehension of Guarini’s theoretical writings is invaluable research worthy of 

commendation.   

 The extant sources pertaining to Guarini and his work reveal that he is not merely 

the subject of miscomprehension, but that Guarini is incredibly complex and not easily 

understood. McQuillan’s dissertation in particular begins to explore the vastness of 

Guarini’s knowledge in philosophy and mathematics, while Robison’s article reveals the 

structural considerations present in his architecture that reveal a profound interest in light, 

and designing architectural space according to optical considerations. In Part Two, I will 

demonstrate the manner in which the forms present in Guarini’s studies of mathematics 
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and astronomy are applied in the designing of San Lorenzo, and how his philosophy 

presents light as the true substance and radiance of these forms.  
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II 
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SAN LORENZO, LIGHT, AND 
OPTICAL THEORY 
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6 
— 

Light, Geometry, and Architectonics in the  
World of Guarino Guarini 

 
 

 

 

For Guarini, light was a generative principle. By seeing optical theory as providing the 

intellectual means to the quantitative, structural foundation of this principle in its relation 

to geometry, architecture for Guarini becomes a simulacrum of light, and an 

encapsulation of vision. Guarini’s world of mathematics and astronomy, which embodies 

the idea of optics and light, is far from one of hypostatic function. His mathematical 

postulations are not lifeless measurements and delineations; rather they are a way to 

understand and describe a tumultuous living universe which he sensed all around him. 

Guarini speaks of the universal importance of light in relation to the study of mathematics 

in the opening lines of Euclides Adauctus:  

Although there are points in which Euclid’s elements are toiled over, none 
of which are looked at in their entirety, I can only piece together his 
volumes and follow the subsequent centuries of mathematics of which he 
is the father and hero, and the magnitude of investigation that he 
underwent. So therefore, if I intend to write an anthology, my fruits would 
be lost; this duty rather, is a universal duty, as Mathematics from the 
beginning deals with everything round, from which all parts are inscribed. 
The journey of this work, and the important duty of the religious man 
emerges out of utilizing this, in which everything in Mathematics is light, 
a vivid source of incredible light...91   

                                                 
91 Guarini. Euclides, (“Benevolo Lectori”), unpaginated. “Cum inter illos, qui in elementa Euclidis 
desudarunt, nullum intuear, unico concarcinare volumine, quæ ad quantitem sub genere investigandam 
faciunt, secutus seculi genium, quod centiuriat, ut plurimùm, & florilegia condit, putavi nequaquam me 
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Guarini believed wholly in the thaumaturgical and metaphysical92 importance of 

mathematics; not merely as a method of placing the miracles of God within verifiable 

logic, but as the very progenitor of them. He believed that God himself had a 

mathematical mind, and in turn it is the mathematician’s purpose to become aware of it, 

to record and interpret its eternal presence, and to apply it to the construction of 

architecture.  

What we learn from the opening lines of Guarini’s Euclides is the necessity to 

approach his mathematics as something that pertains to light. Within Guarini’s work, 

light is the materia prima and causation of all that manifests as form, and an expression 

of all paths inscribed within the circle. Therefore, he begins his treatise on the work of 

one of the most fundamentally important mathematicians of all time by emphasizing the 

importance of light.  

Guarini believed that mathematics was the source of light, and in turn that 

architecture is a disciple of mathematics.93 Architectural forms therefore, are the division 

                                                                                                                                                 
frugem perdere ; si huic muneri universaliùs inservirem, & Mathematica rerum exordia ex omni parte 
rotunda, & contornata exiberem. Siquidem ex meo labore didici, euius pretij, cuius utilitatis id operis 
emergat ; quod ea omnia, quæ Mathematicas luces, & euidentias in unicum lucis fontem, adeoq, solem ne 
dum tumultuaria collectione aglomeret ; sed etiam ordinato agmine disponat, in seriesq ; suas naturali 
consecutione distinguat præcipué illis, qui nullo Mercurio tramitis indice, aut duce audent se huic studio 
consignare, & admodùm dificilem provinciam in suam sarcinam traducere.” It is interesting that the 
mention of Mercury’s transmission referenced here within the untranslated part of this quote might in fact 
pertain to the planet’s transit over the sun in 1661. This celestial phenomenon was also observed by the 
astronomer and contemporary of Guarini, Christiaan Huygens. This celestial phenomenon would have also 
allowed for certain astronomical observations exemplified in Guarini’s Cælestis. This reference may also 
be observed in note 77: Ibid., (“Benevolo Lectori”), in which “Mercury transmits no indexical path…”   
92 Guarini, Euclides, 1. At the very outset of the fist chapter of Euclides, Guarini states that mathematics is 
intended to be understood as a metaphysical property: “Antequam agamus cùm Euclide de proportionibus 
de mathematicis quantitatis, necessarium videtur, essentiam quantitatis ipsius, proprietatesque 
Metaphysicas cognouisse.”  
93 This reference to architecture as the disciple of mathematics is found in several places: Guarino Guarini, 
Architettura Civile (Milano: Edizioni Polifilo, 1968), 18. “Delle operazioni per così dire infinite che i 
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of this light into geometries in which it is expressed; the geometries of mathematical 

lines, angles, tangents, arcs and fulcrums which are spatial extensions of mathematics, 

mathematics which generates light, and which is generated by light. The study of optics is 

essentially the description (or inscription) of the behavior of light according to the 

geometric principles spatially extended from mathematical coordinates which, according 

to Guarini, are generated by light itself. 

Guarini’s Euclides continues in his note to the reader, by stating that: 

the sun is not merely a tumultuous collection of mass: there is an order in 
which the multitude of its awareness is brought forth, in succession; this 
natural succession is distinguished especially from those, in which 
Mercury transmits no indexical path, or acts as a guide to his study, and I 
attest to the great difficulty in commanding the immense knowledge that I 
must convey. I put this [treatise] forth as an elegant demonstration, which 
also, the works of [Apollonius of] Perga, or Archimedes, or Pappus [of 
Alexandria] in the rarest of their books I implore for evidence, and if 
which, they remain unscrutinized, or if the power of faith is never 
obtained: how may one experience the full awareness of light, and 
therefore how may one arrive at science?94    

                                                                                                                                                 
matematici vanno esercitando con evidenti dimostrazioni, ne sceglieremo alcune le più principali, che sono 
necessarie all’Architettura, senza però arrecare le prove, perchè questo si è proprio uffizio della 
Matematica, di cui l’Architettura si professa discepola.”; ibid., 10. “L’Architettura, sebbene dipenda dalla 
Matematica, nulla meno ella è un’arte adulatrice, che non vuole punto per la ragione disgustare il senso: 
onde sebbene molte regole sue sieguano i suoi dettami, quando però si tratta che le sue dimostrazioni 
osservate siano per offendere la vista, le cangia, le lascia, ed infine contradice alle medesime; onde non 
sarà infruttoso, per sapere quello che debba osservare l’architetto, vedere il fine dell’Architettura, ed il 
suo modo di procedere.”; Ibid., 36. “Delle operazioni per così dire infinite, che i matematici vanno 
esercitando con evidenti dimostrazioni, ne sceglieremo alcune le più principali, che sono necessarie 
all’Architettura, senza però arrecare le prove, perché questo si è proprio uffizio della Matematica, di cui 
l’Architettura si professa discepola.”; Also quoted in Roero, Universal Mathematics, 416; this statement is 
also quoted, although not in completion in, Werner Müller, “The Authenticity of Guarini’s Stereotomy in 
His ‘Architettura Civile’” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 27, 3 (1968): 202; Also, for a 
slightly variant reference, see Kruft, Architectural Theory, 106. “Like most theoreticians since Vitruvius, 
Guarini perceives architecture as a science.” 
94 Guarini, Euclides, (“Benevolo Lectori”). “solem ne tum tumultuaria collectione aglomeret: sed etiam 
ordinato agmine disponat; suas naturali consecutione distinguat præcipué illis, qui nullo Mercurio tramitis 
indice, aut duce audent se huic studio consignare, & admodùm dificilem provinciam in suam sarcinam 
traducere. Pone enim me tibi offerre pulcherrimam, eamq; utilissimam demonstrationem, quæ tamen, aut 
Pergæi, aut Archimedis, aut Pappi rarissimos libros ad sui evidentiam exposcat, quos, ad nunquam 
perlustruaeris, aut ne quidem consequi te posse fidas: quam hauries Lucem, aut quam scientiam 
adipisceris?”  
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Guarini continues by expressing the necessity of mathematics in the comprehension of 

this light, by stating that, “with all mathematics may he [the mathematician] bind in 

unity; the true substance into which it is subjugated…”95 Guarini’s conceptualization of 

mathematics and light is one in which light is the materia prima which must be bound to 

mathematics, and subjugated into it to form a unity between light and geometry in the 

formulation of substance and matter.  

What this means for Guarini’s work as an architect is that the geometries 

described in his Architettura Civile (1737), Euclides Adauctus (1671), Cælestis 

Mathematicae (1683), Leges Temporum (1678) or other works must ostensibly be 

thought of according to the inner workings of geometrical optics. Tangent lines or 

intersecting planes, as found in Tractatus XXII of Euclides96 may be interpreted as 

directional angles of light, such as a beam of illumination that passes through the 

fenestrations of a dome.  

A dynamic process of light is made evident in the correlation of geometrical and 

optical structures in Guarini’s San Lorenzo, as well as through correlations made with 

sidereal light and the movement of heavenly bodies represented within Guarini’s 

Cælestis. This system of dynamic interaction between light and geometry within his 

centrally-planned church also represents a planetary model, with the sun at the center as 

the worship space surrounded by the cyclical movement of the planets, or the elliptical 

orbit of planetary bodies, which are also represented by structures in the church.          

                                                 
95 Ibid., “Ideoq; cum tota Mathematica, sit alligata in unumq; corpus naturali lege devincta…”  
96 Ibid., 347.  
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 Geometrically speaking, San Lorenzo is essentially a cube with a hemispherical 

dome in the center, which is elliptical on the inside due to an increased thickening of the 

walls from the top downward toward the drum.97 The dome is structurally formed by a 

system of interlocking conic sections. The presbytery of San Lorenzo is also set within an 

elliptical framework inside of the rectangular extension at the back of the church. This 

elliptical framework is surrounded by a larger ellipse, which includes the choir and the 

sacristy. The continuation of this ellipse forms the convex edge of the altar and the altar 

rail at the front of the presbytery. The cupola above the presbytery and the altar is also 

constructed of exposed ribs which form a six-sided hexagram, known symbolically as the 

Seal of Solomon. The elliptical form of the presbytery and choir are interpolated by other 

concave and convex arcs, such as the design of the corner chapels. The effect of this 

within the entire plan of the church is the generation of elliptical and circular volumes, 

which interpenetrate each other and create a rhythm of forms that echoes the celestial 

motion and the coinciding paths of planetary orbits spoken of by Guarini.   

There are eight small fenestrations in the form of horizontal ellipses that 

punctuate the drum of the massive dome. On the level above the drum there are eight 

larger oval-shaped windows that are set horizontally to accentuate the ascending 

verticality of the dome. Above these there are eight smaller pentagonal fenestrations. The 

opening of the lantern is octagonal, and is circumnavigated by eight crescent-shaped 

openings. Between them there are small, triangular niches which also allow light to pass 

                                                 
97 Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 392–93. Robison’s expertise as a structural engineer clears up a 
misconception about the dome of San Lorenzo being hemispherical, and proves that it is in fact semi-
ellipsoidal.  
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through the lantern. The massive stone rib vaulting of the dome is constructed by two sets 

of parallel conic curves which pass at ninety-degree angles, which form two overlapping 

squares set at forty-five degree angles at the opening of the lantern. The entire dome is 

thereby constructed of eight interlocked conic sections, which form transverse diameters 

along the curvature of the cupola.  

A symbolic correlation can be made between the design of the elliptical forms 

found in the architectonic structures of San Lorenzo, including the windows and the 

presbytery, and Johannes Kepler’s theory of planetary motion through elliptical orbits, 

first presented in his Astronomia Nova (1601).98 It is also consequential that Kepler’s 

observations of elliptical orbits were facilitated by his extensive studies of geometrical 

optics. 

In Tractatus I of Cælestis, Guarini also speaks of Kepler’s theory of orbital 

eccentricity, in his subchapter Cæli motus circularis est quoad sensum (On the meaning 

of the circular movement of the heavens):  

The stars are then fixed, they are always seen to wander uniformly; unless 
they are near the horizon, [sic] in which the pole is below the passing 
circle of time…Neither obstructed, are the Planets that resemble Ptolemaic 
eccentricities of orbit, or the ellipses of Kepler’s theory. For although it is 
true, the inequality of distances is not caused by diurnal but annual 
movement…this was only discovered after much labor and observations, 
and by astronomers with a great number of speculations…99  

                                                 
98 Goira Hon and Yaakov Zik, “Kepler’s Optical Part of Astronomy (1604): Introducing the Ecliptic 
Instrument” Perspectives on Science 17, 3 (2007): 308. “It is well known that Johannes Kepler (1571–
1630) announced his New Astronomy (1609) the discovery that the course of a planet is ‘an oval path, 
perfectly elliptical.’”    
99 Guarini, Cælestis, 1. “Stellæ tum fixæ, tum errantes simper cernuntur æquales; nisi propè horizontem 
quæ, & ab ijs populis, quorum vertex sub illo circulo degit, qui nobis horizontis munus obit, nullo pacto 
inibi spectantur magnitudine differentes, ac cum nobis in meridie existent, quod indicate arum 
magnitudinem à vaporibus circumterraneis alterari, Si autem in orbem non volverentur sensibilem, 
mutarent à nobis sensibilem distantiam, & ideo earum discus aliquandò minor, aliquandò major 
conspiceretur. Neque obstat, quod Planetae iuxtà Ptolemæum per excentricos delabantur, aut iuxta 
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Guarini’s interest in Kepler’s elliptical theory of planetary dynamics is represented here 

through his own work as an astronomer. Kepler’s system of astrophysics also appears to 

coincide with the geometrical structures found in San Lorenzo. The placement of smaller 

elliptical windows within the larger spherical structure of the drum in particular, may also 

make reference to the Ptolemaic system of epicycles passed down from Apollonius, in 

which each planet has a smaller orbit of its own, set within its larger orbit around the sun. 

Guarini’s Cælestis deals extensively with elliptical orbits, the knowledge of which 

he also draws from Kepler. One of the fundamental aspects of the science of ellipses in 

astronomy is the physical relation of apsides, which are the points at which an elliptically 

orbiting planet are closest and farthest from the sun. In Tractatus VIII, Theoriæ 

Planetarum Descriptæ, Guarini describes the eccentric orbit of a planet as follows:  

This diagram, in which the ecliptic, ENOP inscribes the space, EGLH 
spans out from the center made evident by its eccentric orbit; however the 
circle DGMH which is drawn from the center represented by B, 
demonstrates half the conducted eccentricity, which two circles are of the 
same diameter and magnitude.100  (Figure 23) 

 
This explanation by Guarini pertaining to elliptical orbits can also be compared to 

Kepler’s, in the relation of apsidal points that act as fulcrums, which due to the greater 

mass of the sun, cause the planet to orbit eccentrically, gaining speed as it approaches the 

                                                                                                                                                 
Keplerum per Ellipses. Id enim licet sit verum; non tamen ea est distantiæ inæqualitas, quoad motus 
diurnos, sed quoad motus annuos ; neq ; sensui adeo manifesta, immo multo labore post multos 
observationes, atq ; speculationes plurimas ab Astronomis tandem percepta.” 
100 Guarini, Cælestis, 173. “Sit schema, in quo ENOP Eclipticam præseferat, circulis EGLH Æquantem è 
centro C totius excentricitatis descriptum; circulis autem DGMH è centro B dimidiæ Excentricitatis ductus 
Deferentem demonstret, qui duo circuli sint eiusdem diametric, & magnitudinis.” 
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solar nexus (perihelion), and slowing down as it reaches the point furthest from the sun 

(aphelion).  

 The relation of this idea to the construction and design of the cupola of San 

Lorenzo can be interpreted through a dynamical system in which light passing through its 

fenestrations is, in a sense, “pulled” (tirino) in and out by the elliptical form which is 

mimetic of elliptical planetary paths. The suggested sense of gravity within the form of 

the elliptical system of architectonics essentially draws light in through the space. In this 

manner, Guarini is didactically applying the dynamics of planetary motion to the design 

of his church and the use of light as it filters into the worship space.101  

Hyperbolic and parabolic curves may be seen in relation to optics as varying types 

of lenses, refractors or diopters through which light may travel. These forms are seen in 

the dome of San Lorenzo, structured by intersecting conic sections, represented in 

multitudinous locations throughout Guarini’s Euclides102 as well as in Architettura Civile, 

Trattato III.103 (Figure 24) This chapter is of great significance in particular as many of 

Guarini’s geometric observations, such as his Osservazioni Undecima, deal directly with 

optics: 

I speak of an optical curve, because it is born from visual rays that 
terminate in equal heights and equidistances. Hence the line AT, above 

                                                 
101 This same geometric model is demonstrated in Chapter 5, with his demonstration on how to plot the line 
of a hyperbola, and in Guarini, Euclides, 5 (Tractatus I, Præliminaris); Robison, “Optics and 
Mathematics,” 394. Robison also mentions how the many windows within the cupola act to pull in light 
through the perforated dome.  
102 Ibid., These chapters specifically pertain to hyperbolic and parabolic forms, and conic sections: This 
reference in particular pertains to an asymptotic hyperbola.; Tractatus XXXII, 572; Tractatus XXXIV, 
Expensio 4, 630; Tractatus XXVIII, 495. This chapter in particular also deals with curvilinear forms, or 
flexis, which coincide with ideas on celestial mechanics in his Cælestis; Tractatus XXIV, 390. This is an 
entire chapter devoted to the study of the conic section.   
103 Guarini, Architettura Civile, 124–128. 
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which is erected the normal and equidistant points AB, LC, HD, and BX 
first drawn from AT, and then to the point A if drawn to each of the rays, 
and straight lines AD, AE, AF, AG, AX, and where the segments of the 
normally predicted equal and equidistant lines, like KMIVH, for those 
points that pass the line, will be the desired curve, and which I 
demonstrate in tratt. 28 of our Euclid prop. 28, that never will BX, touch 
AT.104  
 

In a similar observation, Guarini demonstrates how to plot the line of a hyperbolic form. 

The relation of this to the prior demonstration of the optical curve is the tracing of 

geometric lines which coincide with the curvilinear form, and how this relates to what 

Guarini and other optical theorists call visual rays of light:  

It is given that a triangle or the angle BAC, from a point if it throws more 
lines, as from L, where it can be close to the end of one or within another 
side BA or AC, the same point L can be the same distance to one of the 
sides, which is AB; if they transfer then the distance LF to the other head 
of the line DLEI, and the points LEN will form a hyperbolic line…105  

 

The same diagram of the hyperbola represented here is also shown in the first chapter of 

Euclides Adauctus, Tractatus I, Præliminaris, which presents an illustration of an 

                                                 
104 Ibid., 126. “Chiamo questa curva optica, perché nasce da’ raggi visuali, che terminano in altezze eguali 
ed equidistanti. Sia dunque la linea AT, sovra la quale si ergano le normali ed equidistanti AB, LC, HD, e 
l’altre sino a TX, e più se piace, le quali terminano in un’altra paralela BX alla prima tirata AT, e poi dal 
punto A si tirino a ciascuna i raggi, e linee rette AD, AE, AF, AG, AX, e dove segano le predette linee 
normali eguali ed equidistanti, come KMVIH, per quei punti passi una linea, che sarà la curva che si 
desidera, e questa dimostro nel tratt. 28 del nostro Euclide alla prop. 28, che non mai giungerà a toccare 
la BX, né meno l’AT.” It is also important to note Guarini’s use of the word “ray” as a manner of describing 
the line. The use of this word is derived from Euclidean optics and is also passed down to the medieval 
optics of Islam, including al-Kindi and Alhazen.   
105 Ibid., 125. “Sia dato un triangolo o un angolo BAC, e da un punto si tirino più linee, come da L, le quali 
vadino a finire nell’uno o nell’altro lato BA o AC, il quale punto L dev’essere vicino ad uno de’ lati, qual è 
AB ; si trasferiscano poi le distanze LF all’altro capo della stessa linea DLEI, ed i punti LEN saranno 
nella linea iperbolica : onde se si troveranno molti de’ detti punti, si potrà per essi tirar la linea iperbole, 
qual è QLEON, e se si vorranno altri punti, lo stesso si potrà fare in ogni altro punto ritrovato, come in O 
come si è fatto in L ; così provo nel tratt. 24 del nostro Euclide alla prop. 60, e pongo nel luogo citato molti 
altri modi di formare le dette linee; ma questi ho tolti solamente a proposito per le gonfiezze delle colonne, 
e che non obbligano a trocare le medie proporzionali.”  
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asymptotic hyperbola.106 The emphasis on visual rays of light being “thrown” or “pulled” 

(tirino) in order to form the hyperbola expresses the function of light as it enters through 

the curved form of the dome, and that the form of the dome is in fact structurally brought 

about by its direct interaction with light, creating a form that is synthetic with the element 

with which it interacts. Guarini defines this as an asymptotic hyperbola due to the 

interaction or cohesion created by the concurrence between the structure (geometry) and 

what it is structured by (light). Hyperbolas such as this can also be found in Tractatus 

XXIV, De Sectionibus Conicis (On the Conic Section) of Euclides as well,107 and Chapter 

Four, In Primum Librum Elementorum, also contains extensive diagrams of hyperbolas in 

various dimensions.108 

The structures of the dome of San Lorenzo can also be seen in relation to his 

chapter on De intersectionibus maximorum circulorum invicem (The intersection of 

circles which form spheres).109 This chapter in Euclides is related to the first chapter of 

Cælestis Mathematicae, Sphoera Cælestis Descripta (The Celestial Sphere Described).110 

The relation here between the geometry found in Euclides and the astronomy presented in 

Cælestis is the configuration of these geometric structures within space; intersecting 

circles and spheres are placed within the dimension of astronomy to provide models for 

                                                 
106 Guarini, Euclides, Tractatus I, 5; Tractatus XXIV, 429. Asymptotic here refers to a hyperbola whose 
angle is approaching infinity, and may relate to Guarini’s intention to create a sense of infinite space within 
the cupola of San Lorenzo. The asymptote was introduced by Apollonius of Perga in his work on conic 
sections. For more research on the conics of Apollonius, see, J.P. Hogendijk, Ibn al-Haytham’s Completion 
of the Conics (New York: Springer Verlag, 1985), 30–51, 82, 100, 312. Apollonius is also referenced 
extensively in Guarini’s Euclides and Cælestis. See, Guarini, Euclides, (“Benevolo Lectori”), (Apollonius 
of Perga is referred to here as Pergæi); Guarini, Cælestis, 390. 
107 Guarini, Euclides, 390.  
108 Ibid., 33.  
109 Ibid., 360.   
110 Guarini, Cælestis, 1.  
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celestial dynamics. Light as it emanates from the sun is seen in relation to the celestial 

movement of the heavenly bodies; light through the oculus of the dome of San Lorenzo is 

seen in relation to the movement of the sun as it beams through its complex system of 

fenestrations. This, in the structure of the church, creates its own model of celestial 

coordinates, represented in Guarini’s Cælestis in the form of armillary spheres, which are 

applied in direct relation to architecture in his Architettura Civile.111 (Figure 25) 

Through the optical/geometrical configurations found within the structure of San 

Lorenzo, it also becomes evident that what is described in his Architettura Civile is also 

placed within the realm of astronomy. Through this, a system of stratification develops, 

in which geometry and architecture are linked to light and vision, and further linked to 

systems of geometry representing celestial dynamics beyond the terrestrial world. This 

stratification, of geometry, light and space, create a conjunction within San Lorenzo of 

humankind’s relation to light and the infinite. 

Because Guarini’s Architettura is intended as a pragmatic treatise on civil 

architecture and engineering, his formulations of an optical and a hyperbolic curve can be 

seen as diagrams which depict the form of a cupola, in which light is being refracted 

through the oculus or through the fenestrations. Bianca Tavassi la Greca had noted that 

                                                 
111 Ibid. Armillary spheres, as found in Guarini’s Cælestis, are concentric rings set at various angles which 
represent the circular motion of the heavens. Guarini uses them to chart the motion of the heavenly bodies, 
such as the equality of night and day along the equator, (9, Theor. III Propos. XVIII, Necesse suit Aequatori 
Eclipticam, & Zodiacum esse obliquum), or the ascension and declension of stars or planets, (ibid, 20, 
Expensio X, De Ascensionibus, Descensionibusq; Rectis, et Obliquis); Guarini, Architettura Civile, 81, Tav. 
V. Guarini places his architecture within the coordinates inscribed by the armillary sphere, (Osservazione 
Seconda, De’ vari siti delle fabbriche.) The comparison between armillary spheres and the dome of 
Guarini’s San Lorenzo is also made by George L. Hersey, Architecture and Geometry in the Age of the 
Baroque (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press), 72–74.; Along the same line of inquiry, 
the dome of San Lorenzo has also been compared to a massive sundial. See, Fagiolo, “La Geosofia,”  189; 
The same reference to Fagiolo is quoted in, Hendrix, The Relation Between, 49–50.; Also see, John 
Hendrix, Architectural Forms and Philosophical Structures (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2003), 94.  
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Guarini’s studies of both the hyperbolic line and the optical curve extend from a strong 

interest in the correlation between visual rays and projective bundles. Projective bundles 

pertain to projective geometry, which also applies to stereotomy and therefore the 

physical construction of the church.112  

In Guarini’s Architettura, construction is theoretically interpreted, in which the 

laws of optics and geometry coincide to form architectonic structures. In essence, Guarini 

is creating a mimesis of the pattern of light from solar rays which cross the line of vision 

of the observer when perceiving the form of a hyperbolic curve, or of light through a 

hyperbolic form. Tavassi states however, that Guarini’s optical interest is in the form of 

the hyperbola itself. 

Guarini works within these systems of geometry and astronomy to create 

architectural forms that mirror the universe he describes in his treatises, a mirror that is 

based on universal principles and that facilitates the creation of architectonic forms in a 

manner that echoes the structure of the universe in all its intricacy.113 At the core of this 

system, these multitudinous forms are generated by light.  

 

 

 
                                                 
112 Guarini, Architettura Civile, 126–27. Bianca Tavassi la Greca wrote the footnotes and appendix for this 
edition of Guarini’s Architettura Civile, which is part of a series of treatises on architecture by Renato 
Bonelli and Paolo Portoghesi. “D'interesse metodologico e invece la scelta del nome, dimostra ancora una 
volta come nettamente fosse inteso dal Guarini il rapporto tra ottica e geometria (in questo caso tra fasci 
proiettivi e raggi visuali). Guarini sembra anzi suggerire una precisa reinterpretazione ottica di tutta la 
costruzione geometrica: il fascio di rette parallele corrisponde ai raggi luminosi solari, e il fascio di rette 
concorrenti ai raggi visuali che partono dall'occhio dell'osservatore. La scelta del nome testimonia altresì 
dell'interesse guariniano, volto specialmente verso il procedimento constitutivo della curva più che verso 
la curva in quanto tale.”       
113 Hendrix, Architectural Forms, 92. 
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7 
— 

SAN LORENZO AS AN  
INSTRUMENT OF VISION 

 
 

 

 

The epistemological foundation of the concurrence of light and geometry in Guarini’s 

work, and how these principles are evident within his architectonic forms, can be 

demonstrated through an understanding of the history of optics. Guarini’s architectonic 

forms are the geometrical simulacra, the substrate of vision and the linear abstraction of 

light. Light understood through these means facilitates the understanding of Guarini’s 

San Lorenzo as an instrument of vision.  

The study of optics, formulated upon the awareness of perception created by the 

reflection of light upon mirrors, first developed among the people of Çatal Höyük in 

Anatolia around 6000 BC, then in Mesopotamia and finally in ancient Egypt around 2000 

BC.114 Around the fourth century BC, the theory of the light ray emerged, and light 

became quantifiable through the mathematical calculations of geometrical optics.  

Aristotle’s Physics exemplifies this relationship between optics and geometry, by stating 

that, “while geometry investigates natural lines but not qua natural, optics investigates 

                                                 
114 J.M. Enoch, “Archaeological optics: the very first known mirrors and lenses” Journal of Modern Optics 
54, 9 (2007), 1221.  
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mathematical lines, but qua natural, not qua mathematical.”115 Aristotle (384 BC–322 

BC) also writes about optics in his book on Meteorology to explain the formation of 

rainbows and halos through an analysis using light rays.116 The study of optical science 

develops from this point on into a mathematical discipline with the advent of Euclid’s 

Optics (300 BC),117 and continues with Ptolemy’s Optics in the second century AD. 118   

As light becomes quantified by these developments in the science of optics, it 

becomes wholly defined by the principles of geometry; and therefore as geometry defines 

architectonic structure, an Aristotelian syllogism is formed, predicated upon the 

correlation between optics and geometry, and architecture and geometry, and thereby the 

correlation between architecture and optics.119 The correlation between these three things 

is elucidated within Guarini’s Euclides (1671) and Cælestis (1683), and provides 

foundational evidence for the conceptualization of his architectonic studies, such as those 

found in Architettura Civile (1737), and applied in the design of his buildings, including 

San Lorenzo.   

                                                 
115 Quoted in, A. Mark Smith, “Ptolemy and the Foundations of Ancient Mathematical Optics: A Source 
Based Guided Study” Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 89, 3 (1999): 11. 
116 Ibid. 
117 See Johannis Kepler, Dioptrice (Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons, 1962), v. “That light travelled in 
straight lines and was reflected from a mirror at an angle equal to the angle incidence was known at least as 
early as Aristotle, and the geometry codified by Euclide in the third century B.C. was all that was required 
to draw out the implications contained in these facts.” 
118 Ibid. 
119 Aristotle, Posterior Analytics, trans. Hugh Tredennick and E.S. Forster (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1960), 41. Aristotle puts forth the meaning of syllogism with this demonstration: “For when A is, B 
must be, and if B is, C must be, then if A is, C must be. Then if when A is, B must be, and when B is, A 
must be (this is what is meant by circular proof), let A represent C in the first proof. Then to say that when 
B is, A is, is equivalent to saying that when B is, C is. But C is the same as A. Thus it follows that those 
who assert that demonstration is circular are merely maintaining that when A is, A is; by which method it is 
easy to prove anything.” 
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 In the same manner in which Guarini states that light must be bound by, and 

subjugated into mathematics, light is bound by a geometrical framework by which we 

inscribe its behavior, and its propagation into the world of forms. Guarini’s 

demonstrations on geometry and his astronomical studies thereby draw upon the 

functionality of light within space to inscribe their form.  

 Guarini’s studies in geometry and astronomy clearly exemplify this relation 

between light and structure. He explains this approach to geometry in his Euclides, 

which, like much of his other work, is based on Aristotelian logic. In his Note to the 

Reader, Guarini explains this relationship according to the prædicamentum, or 

Aristotelian categories which are elements that determine a subject’s predication 

according to its substance, quality, relation, place, time, or species. Guarini references 

another Theatine philosopher, Ioannes Bonifacius Bagatta (Giovanni Bonifacio Bagatta, 

1649–1702), who in his publication Cursus Philosophicus wrote extensively on 

Aristotelian syllogistics, including a commentary on Guarini’s application of the 

prædicamenta: 

The divisions of these in ten categories [prædicamenta] which is modeled 
after the Aristotelian model joins together that which it delivers, and that 
which will determine how to proceed well, and adequately. [sic] In truth, 
the categories [prædicamenta] are called by name as substance 
[substantia], and occurrence [accidens]…Form, material, and substance 
are not distinct entities from matter (and indeed the actual intrinsic and 
substantial limit of the same material, of which matter is in such a manner 
modified, and affected, and its limit constituted according to its 
determined physical species).120  

                                                 
120 Guarini, Euclides, (“Benevolo Lectori”). “Divisionis entis in decem prædicamenta potiùs per modum 
exempli ab Aristotele suisse traditam; quam quod existimaverit ea esse bonam, & adæquantam. Quæ verò 
& ceriè prædicamenta appellantur sunt substantia & accidens…Formam materialem substantialem non 
esse entitatem distinctam à materia (sed esse actualem terminum substantialem intrinsicum eiusdem 
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Bagatta’s demonstration also elucidates Guarini’s idea that all matter is of the same 

substance, whose categories (prædicamenta) change according to their occurrence 

(accidens).121 Therefore, architectonic forms, geometry and light are different 

modifications or physical species of the same essential substance. While light exists as a 

generative element, its behavior within spatial extension is inscribed within geometry; in 

turn Guarini as mathematician and architect calculates these dimensions, and therefore 

applies them in architectonic construction. A multitude of other scholars, mathematicians 

and astronomers are referenced in Guarini’s Euclides and Cælestis as well, many of 

whose theories involve the application of optics.122  

Through his understanding of geometry, optics and architecture, Guarini’s 

architectural work becomes a dynamic system of information, in which these principles 

                                                                                                                                                 
materiæ, à quo materia taliter modificata, & affecta, & terminata consituitur in determinata phisica 
specie.)”  
121 Ioannes Bonifacio Bagatta, Cursus Philosophicus (Veronae: Apud Andream de Rubeis, 1667), 24, 73–
99.  
122 Further research on these scholars can be found in the following locations within Guarini’s treatises, in 
their order of succession. Those contemporaneous with Guarini’s time include: Johannes Kepler (1571–
1630): Cælestis, 1, 9, 169; Ismaël Bullialdus (1605–1694): Cælestis, 169. Bullialdus is also mentioned in 
James P. McQuillan, “Geometry and light in the architecture of Guarino Guarini” Thesis (PhD Diss., 
University of Cambridge, 1991), 1; Giovanni Domenico (Jean-Dominique) Cassini (1625–1712): Cælestis, 
193; Hyeronimus (Girolamo) Vitalis (1624–1698): Euclides, 390. Vitalis published his Mathematical 
Lexicon in Paris in 1668, around the same time that Guarini was there working on his commission of Sainte 
Anne la Royale. Vitalis is praised for his work on conic sections in Guarini’s Tractatus XXIV. See, Lynne 
Thorndike, History of Magic and Experimental Science, Part Four (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1958), 329. Those scholars who fall outside the scope of the seventeenth century, including ancient or 
medieval, or in the centuries prior to Guarini’s time include: Hyppocrates Chius (Hippocrates of Chios) 
(470–410 BC):  Euclides, 457. Hyppocrates is a precedent of Euclid, as he lays the groundwork for 
Euclid’s geometry, and subsequently his Optics; Aristotle (384 BC–322 BC), Euclides, (“Benevolo 
Lectori”), 445; Euclid (fl. 300 BC), Cælestis, 10, 11; Aristarchus of Samos (310–230 BC), Cælestis, 12; 
Eratosthenes (276–195 BC), Cælestis, 12; Appollonius Pergęus (Apollonius of Perga) (262–190 BC), 
Cælestis, 390, Euclides, 390; Hipparchus (190–120 BC), Cælestis, 12; Menelaus of Alexandria (Menelaus 
Romæ) (74–140), Cælestis, 12; Claudius Ptolemy (90–168) Cælestis, 12, 25, 169; Arezachel Hispanus 
(Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm ibn Yahyā al-Naqqāsh al-Zarqālī) (1029–1087), Cælestis, 12; Prophatius Judaeus 
(1236–1307), Cælestis, 12. Also see, Richard I. Harper, “Prophatius Judaeus and the Medieval 
Astronomical Tables” Isis 62, 1 (1971), 61-68; Nicolas Cusanus (1401–1464), Euclides, 457; Purbarchias, 
Cælestis, 12; Copernicus, Cælestis, 12, 25, 169; Tycho Brahe (1546–1601), Cælestis, 9. 
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become an internalized structure rather than an external description. In this way, San 

Lorenzo becomes an artifice for the translation of mathematical and astronomical 

information, brought forth from the light of Guarini’s intricate academic inquiries.123 

Aristotelian syllogism can be applied to understanding the correlation between 

optics, geometry and architecture within Guarini’s work.124 It is this correlation, found in 

Guarini’s writings, in which mathematics is the generator of light, and as geometries are 

spatial extensions of mathematics; the correlation of which exists between the behavior of 

light within its extension into space, geometry, and therefore the architectonic form.  

The dome of San Lorenzo, structured according to an interlocking network of 

conic sections, formulated by the model of parabolic and hyperbolic geometry presented 

in Guarini’s Architettura Civile, Euclides Adauctus and Cælestis Mathematicae, reveals 

an association with optics, not merely in the correlation of optical and geometrical 

structures, but as an instrument of light and vision. This instrument, in its accordance 

with optical science, forms a self-referential correlation between the structure of the 

                                                 
123 For more information on this idea of the translation and interpenetration of thought and form within a 
complex dynamical system, see: Luis Fernández-Galiano, Fire and Memory, On Architecture and Energy, 
trans. Gina Cariño (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000), 65. “As we see, energy is stored as form (material 
organization of space) and as information (mental organization of space), without distinction…In 
architecture, the accumulation of energy as form/information is expressed in phenomena such as the 
persistence of certain spatial organizations through time.” Similarly, energy in Guarini’s work, manifested 
as light is stored within geometry as an organizational space and expressed through this phenomenon as 
architecture.   
124 Further discussion on the syllogistic nature of optics and geometry can be referenced in: Michele 
Sbacchi, “Euclidism and Theory of Architecture” Nexus Network Journal 3, 2 (2001): 31. “Barozzi also 
debated with Alessandro Piccolomini and Pietro Catena, who argued for the separation of Aristotelian 
syllogism from mathematical logic, thereby putting the latter on an inferior level. On the other hand, 
Barozzi in his Opusculum: in quo due Oratio un duo Questiones, altera de Certitude de altera de Medietate 
Mathematicarum continentur, dedicated to Daniele Barbaro, stressed that “the certitude of mathematics is 
contained in the syntactic rigor of demonstrations.” To carry this idea into architectural theory was, as is 
well known, Barbaro’s task in his Vitruvian commentary, where syllogism (for Barbaro, discorso) and 
demonstration are key elements. Therefore not only was geometry at that time compellingly reevaluated but 
the epistemological value of the geometrical demonstration was appreciated as well, with an interesting 
architectural twist.”   
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dome and its fenestrations, and the anatomical structure of the oculus (vision of the eye) 

as the seat of perception.   

The history of optics has demonstrated extensively that it is the eye that is the 

central locus of vision. Etymologically, this is exemplified by the word optics, from 

Greek word ops, meaning “eye.”125 Within the history of ancient philosophy exists an 

understanding of light as originating from a point within the soul, whereupon it forms a 

sphere in which we perceive the cosmos.126 The optical universe is thereby configured 

within the structure of the eye as the “lens of the soul.”127  

This optical theory is carried further into the model of vision prevalent in the 

history of classical architecture, evident in the writings of Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (c. 80–

15 BC) and Leon Battista Alberti (1404–1474) which creates a correspondence between 

visual rays and geometrical perspective known as scenographia, which is applied to the 

design of art and architecture. In scenographia, the projection of the sphere of perception 

and the perspectival lines within it which creates a correspondence with the shape of the 

retina and the pupil, demonstrating that the eye is the mirroring instrument of that which 

it perceives.128  

Guarini’s cupola at San Lorenzo, as in the perceptual mimesis of scenographia, 

mirrors the anatomical principles of the eye; San Lorenzo becomes a vehicle of light and 

perception in the same manner that one’s own eye is an instrument for the facilitation of 

                                                 
125 Smith, “Ptolemy,” 12.  
126 Hendrix, Robert Grosseteste, 157. Hendrix states that this model was upheld particularly by 
Anaximander in Pseudo-Plutarch’s Stromata, as well as in the Enneads of Plotinus. 
127 Ibid. 
128 Ibid.; Hendrix, The Relation Between, 46. Hendrix also states that, “Guarino Guarini described geometry 
as the mirror of the world.”  
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perception. Through the coincidence of light from within our own eye toward the dome, a 

mirror of contemplation is created between the eye as the lens of our own soul, and that 

of the greater universe, represented by the celestial level of the church. 

This model of perspective, as it exists in relation to the eye as the instrument and 

source of vision, is presented by Guarini in Tractatus XXVI, De Proiecturis Pars Prima, 

De Orthographia:  

That, which I will reveal, if God will concede, in this study of perspective 
I put forth, is that the oculus [eye] must be distant from the matter which it 
perceives, as with Aristotelian perception which is beyond the perceived 
senses [sensibile] and thus forms nothing perceptible. Rather the true 
center of stereography is acknowledged from above its own sphere: 
whence the points [of light] are not able to prefigure before the eye, the 
eye above the sphere perceives absolutely nothing.129  
 

This model reveals that Guarini’s conception of the eye is determined as the sphere of 

perception, but also that the source of perceivable light lies beyond the perceivable 

senses.130  

In order to argue for the role of optics within the cupola of San Lorenzo, there 

must be a correlation formed between the anatomical structure of the eye and the 

structure of Guarini’s dome, as well as the manner in which light interacts with the 

                                                 
129 Guarini, Euclides, 445. “Probator primò. Quia ut ostendemus, si Deus dederit, cùm de prospectiva 
agemus, Oculus debet esse remotus à rebus, quas videt cum ex Arist. sensus super sensibile non faciat 
sensū. At verò Centrum Stereographum admittitur super Ipsam spęram: unde illud punctum non potest 
pręsupponi pro pupilla, cum pupilla super spęram nihil omnino videret.”  
130 Hendrix, Grosseteste, 157. A similar idea is represented by Hendrix in his discussion of Grosseteste and 
the influence of Plato’s Timaeus: “In the Timaeus of Plato, ‘when the Creator had framed the soul 
according to his will, he formed within her the corporal universe, and brought the two together, and united 
them center to center. The soul, interfused everywhere from the center to the circumference of heaven, of 
which also she is the external development, herself turning in herself, began a divine beginning of never-
ceasing and rational life enduring throughout all time.’ The soul is described in the Timaeus as the lux 
spiritualis, originary light, as described by Grosseteste, as the origin of the universe, autodiffusing from a 
point and forming a sphere, providing the motions, patterns and geometries that constitute the physical 
world.” 
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anatomical configuration of the eye, and secondly with the structure of the dome. There 

are many models pertaining to the anatomy of the eye and the infiltration and perception 

of light as it enters its structure and/or is extended forth from it. In the introduction to 

Tractatus XXVI, De Proiecturis Pars Prima, De Orthographia of Guarini’s Euclides, the 

direct relation of optics to architecture is made clear: 

Of the greater projection; the horology, then mathematical instruments, 
astrolabe and quadrant, of cosmography of planes and circles of 
longitudinal and latitudinal projection, and finally and most importantly 
architecture concerning its projected body, and [of the] singularly 
delineated planes which hold a didactic purpose. And hence perspective, 
with that referred to prior, which is closely in diminution of the 
representative sight of the eyes in extended and ordered structure, is itself 
a substance, of which the visible surface is made of projected planes.131 

 
Guarini demonstrates once again the functionality of the eye in the formation of 

architecture and perspective.  

One of the most important links presented between the principles of anatomical 

optics, geometry and architecture can be found in Guarini’s Euclides, Tractatus XXIV, De 

Sectionibus Conicis, which he derives from the geometric principles of Apollonius of 

Perga, whose book of Conics (κωνικά) is the first source of knowledge pertaining to this 

branch of geometry.132 This chapter contains a progression or augmentation from 

Apollonius’ Conics presented in his consecution, from conic sections created by an 
                                                 
131 Guarini, Euclides, 444. “Proiectionum usus amplissimus; tum horologijs, tum instrumentis 
mathematicis, V.g. Astrolabio, & Quadrantibus: tum Cosmographiæ in planum ad circulos longitudinis, & 
latitudinis proiciendos, & tandem, & maximè Architecturæ ad ta perutilis. Et hinc prospectivæ, cùm priùs 
illud, quòd iuxra diminutionem ocularis prospectus representatur in planum extendere oporteat, & ipsa 
quoque corpora, superficiesque in planum proicere.”  
132 Ibid., 390. “Huius verò mirabilis cognitionis promotor, & ampliator suit Appollonius Pęrgeus, qu ob id 
Principis Geometræ nomen consecutus est.”; J.P Hogendijk, Ibn al-Haytham’s Completion of the Conics 
(New York: Springer Verlag, 1985), 2. Guarini, Euclides, 444. Guarini also speaks of the importance of the 
study of optics and perspective: “Optices existimát proiectionem pertinere ad Opticam, & esse Optice 
partem: quod minimè concedimus: quare hęc quęstio instituta est, utpote huius per necessarię operationis 
naturam perspectam habeamus.” 
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intersecting circle (Axis coni dicitur recta à vertice in ceniram circuli imissa), to tangent 

lines guided in conic sections (Lineas tangentes in Sectionibus conicis ducere), to 

hyperbolas and ellipses which form a tangent in the center which creates a transverse axis 

and parameter (Hyperbolarum & Ellipsium Umbelicos invenire, data Axe transversa, & 

Parametro).133 

Apollonius’ geometry also contains applications to astronomy, and the theorem 

presented in his Conics is precedent to Kepler’s theory of celestial dynamics by proving 

their eccentricity through epicycles and the variant speed of the moon. The link between 

Apollonius’ Conics and their relation to optical theory is perhaps most relevant in the 

work of his Islamic successor, the tenth and eleventh century polymath Abū ‘Alī al-

Hasan ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen, 965–1040).  

Aesthetically and stylistically, San Lorenzo’s dome is similar to the Islamic qubba 

(cupola), and in particular that of the Great Mosque of Córdoba, Spain, designed under 

the Caliph al-Hakim (916–976).134 (Figure 26) The repetition and generation of these 

geometric forms are the basis for the complex structure of muqarnas domes, from which 

Guarini ostensibly drew inspiration. Guarini would have been exposed to muqarnas 

domes in Spain, where he is thought to have lived and worked from 1656 to 1659. 

Guarini’s apparent interest in Middle-Eastern architectural design may also reveal an 

                                                 
133 In succession, the location of these Problems, Propositions and Corollaries can be found here: Guarini, 
Euclides, 390, 400, 404.   
134 Meek, Guarino Guarini, 52. Meek points out this relation between the Islamic dome and San Lorenzo. 
This relation was also noted in an earlier publication by Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture, 143; 
Adolfo Florensa, “Mondo Islamico,” 655. This comparison is particularly strong because of the curvature 
of the crossing ribs. For more comparisons to Islamic domes, see Chapter 9.  
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involvement with the optical sciences of the Arabic world.135 The use of openwork stone 

rib vaulting in the dome configured in a manner that is stylistically Arabic, draws 

influence from two architectural and theoretical systems that were both prevalent at the 

same time during the Middle Ages.136 The relation of Guarini’s geometry to Alhazen 

through Apollonius may also reveal the meaning of the aesthetic similarity of San 

Lorenzo’s dome to the world of Islam and the Islamic qubba. 

As in Guarini’s Cælestis, Alhazen’s writings pertain to the creation of an 

astronomical system. However, while Alhazen’s model echoes the Ptolemaic system of 

planetary motion, eccentricities, and epicycles within tangential spheres,137 Guarini’s 

later theory represents both the Ptolemaic and Copernican models, and mathematically 

argues against the plausibility of both systems.138 

                                                 
135 Tabbaa, The Transformation, 152. Tabbaa has expressed that the geometric orientation of Islamic domes 
is based upon the rotation of polygons in a square inscribing a circle. 
136 See Chapter  2, “Guarini’s Contribution to the History of Architecture and Science.”  
137 Robison, “Optics and Mathematics,” 392–93. New structural analysis has been presented by Elwin C. 
Robison that the dome of San Lorenzo is in fact hemispherical on the outer surface, while semi-ellipsoidal 
inside, due to an increased widening of the inner surface from the apex of the dome to the base. The optical 
implications that are spoken of also involve Robison’s historical account of Guarini’s association with the 
soon to be founded Parisian school of architecture and Claude Perrault. 
138 Hogendijk, Conics, 55–57. “The most important aspect of Ibn al-Haytham’s astronomical work is his 
attempt to harmonize the geometrical models of the heavenly bodies in the Almagest of Ptolemy with the 
Aristotelian natural philosophic tradition…Ibn al-Haytham explains the Ptolemaic system as a system of 
mutually tangent spheres and shells. The uniform rotations of these spheres and shells around their centres 
produce the apparent motions of the planets along the Ptolemaic eccentricities and epicycles.”; For research 
on Guarini’s argument against the Ptolemaic and Copernican models, refer to Guarini, Cælestis 
Mathematicae, 24–26. Guarini mathematically disproves the Ptolemaic system by arguing against his radial 
measurement of the firmament according to the earth.: “Hic evidens sit, si e caelo terra spectatur 
appariturum vel punctus aliquod vel etiam omninò non appariturum pro diversa distantia ipsius 
spectatoris. Secundo idem confirmatur firmamenti semidiameter continet ex Ptolemæo, & Alphonso 
semidiametros terreos 2261. si statuatur semidiameter Firmamenti continere 10000000. partes finus totius, 
& regula trium quæratur, si semidiametri 22611. dant 1000000., quid dabit I. videbimus vari partes 449. 
qui iunt finus arcus, cui terræ semidiameter effet subtensus, qui in tabulis finuum est secondorum 9 ¼. quod 
utique est minimum respectu totius ambitus Cæli continentis 1296000., nempe plus quam semidiameter 
1296000.” He goes on to prove not only why the sun is at the center of the solar system, but also why it is 
the center of motion, in Conc. II, Prop. IL, Tellus est in centro motum Solis & Planetarum.; Fagiolo, “La 
‘Geosofia’ del Guarini,” 186. Fagiolo thinks otherwise about Guarini and theories of heliocentrism, stating 
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Beyond Alhazen’s work in astronomy, his greatest contribution is in fact his work 

in optics. Alhazen’s Kitāb al-Manāzir (De Aspectibus, Book of Optics, 1011–1021) was 

intended to form a synthetic analysis which combined the geometrical optics of Ptolemy 

and Euclid with the philosophy of Aristotle.139 One purely geometrical correlation 

between Alhazen’s studies of geometry, astronomy and optics is their association to conic 

sections. Conic sections, including parabolas, hyperbolas and ellipses are all geometric 

forms whose application extends to both astronomy as well as optics.140 In astronomy, the 

conic can determine the motion or pathway of a planet, while in optics the conic is used 

to calculate the curvature of a lens, or the behavior of refracting or reflecting light. The 

mathematics or calculations which pertain to these geometries are therefore the calculated 

abstraction and the descriptor of the form to which it pertains. 

The point at which a plane intersects with the curved surface of the cone creates a 

curvilinear form or conic section. This geometrical model coincides with the optical 

model set forth since Ptolemy, through Kepler and René Descartes (1596–1650) and still 

to contemporary times. In optical theory, light travels within the cone of vision, or visual 

pyramid, as it is called by Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519).141 In optical theory, the 

                                                                                                                                                 
that his fanatical relationship with geometry reveals his adherence to the geocentric system. “La geometria 
era nata come tecnica agrimensoria, nettamente pragmatistica, legata alla terra: scienze di questo mondo. 
Ora diventa carico di destino il fatto che Guarini, il fanatico della geometria, rimanga ancorato alla teoria 
geocentric dell’universo.”  
139 Hogendijk, Conics, 56. 
140 This is also elucidated by Nader El-Bizri, “Classical Optics,” 14. “Furthermore, the applications of 
conics informed the complex optical studies that were undertaken on the burning sphere, the spherical 
diopters, lenses and burning mirrors. This tradition in Arabic sources impacted the investigations of 
Renaissance theorists of the Cinquecento on the use of conic sections as optical-geometrical tools to perfect 
the construction of perspectives, as was the case, for instance, with Francesco Barozzi (Franciscus 
Barocius, mainly his Admirandum illud Geometricum Problema tredecim modis demonstratum).” 
141 Martin Kemp, “Leonardo and the Visual Pyramid,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 40 
(1977): 128–149. 
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intersection of the plane and the cone represents the direction of light as it is traveling 

into the pyramid of vision.142 (Figure 27) The point at which this plane or direction of 

light coincides with the cone is the place at which the image is formed and perceived 

through refraction. This visual process is also exemplified by Alhazen, who states that 

any plane (of directional light) that intersects along the radial axis of the visual cone 

thereby creates an image as it is refracted by a double convex lens known as the 

crystalline-vitreous interface, in which visual rays are clarified and focused upon the 

retina.143  

                                                 
142 A similar theory of geometric conjunction also exists in Galileo Galilei, Dialogue Concerning the Two 
Chief World Systems, trans. S. Drake (Berkeley: 1967), 203; also quoted in, Nancy L. Maull, “Cartesian 
Optics and the Geometrization of Nature” in Stephen Gaukroger ed. Descartes. Philosophy, Mathematics 
and Physics (Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1980), 24. However, it must be noted that although this is a 
comparative theory of geometric conjunction, optical theory relies solely on the theory of conics, not the 
conjunction of spheres and planes.; Guarini, Architettura Civile, Tav. XXVII,  Fig. 7. The pyramid of vision 
is shown in relation to a domical structure. 
143 A.I. Sabra, The Optics of Ibn al-Haytham. Books 1–111, On Direct Vision. 1 Translation (London: The 
Warburg Institute, 1989), 82–83. “It has also been shown that when the eye faces a visible object there is 
formed between the object and the centre of the eye a cone with that centre as vertex and the surface of the 
object as base. There is thus between every point | on the object’s surface and the centre of the eye and 
imaginary straight line perpendicular to the surfaces of the eye’s coats; the cone comprising these lines will 
cut the surface of the crystalline vitreous humour.”; A.I. Sabra, The Optics of Ibn al-Haytham. Books I–III, 
On Direct Vision. II Introduction, Commentary, Glossaries, Concordance, Indices (London: The Warburg 
Institute, 1989), 73–4. A further exposition here in Sabra’s commentary delineates the method by which 
images are processed by the crystalline-vitreous interface: “…within the crystalline humour, the sensory 
lines are simply segments of the radial lines themselves, i.e. those segments confined between the forward 
surface of the crystalline and the crystalline-vitreous interface. Designating sensory point-image as ‘fs’, we 
can say that an fs  within the crystalline humour is any point-image fi that, originating from a point-form fp 
on the object’s surface has passed through the crystalline’s forward surface along one of the radial lines…It 
is then assumed that, within the vitreous humour, the sensory lines coincide with those lines into which the 
radial lines are refracted, in accordance with the rules of optical refraction, at the crystalline-vitreous 
interface.”; David C. Lindberg, Theories of Vision from al-Kindi to Kepler (Chicago: The Chicago 
University Press, 1976), 74. Lindberg’s account differs slightly in terms of the point at which the light is 
refracted: “Consequently, each point of the cornea is the recipient of a single perpendicular ray, which is 
passed through to the glacial humor without refraction. The collection of all such unrefracted rays 
constitutes a pyramid or cone, with the visual field as base and the center of the eye as apex.”; ibid., 180–
81. Lindberg also explains here the crystalline humor as a double convex lens, which refracts and transmits 
visual radiation.; Nader El-Bizri, “A Philosophical Perspective on Alhazen’s Optics” Arabic Sciences and 
Philosophy. 15 (2) (2005): 194–95. A good account of the visual cone is also enumerated by El-Bizri: “In 
all of this, the object of vision is seen by way of the reception in the eye of light that propagates linearly in 
the shape of a virtual visual cone (makhrūt), with its vertex at the centre of the eye and its base on the 
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It is important, as in all forms of mathematics, that theoretical discourse must be 

rooted in science, or, in nature as practiced by the ancient Greeks through direct 

observation, and again reinstated in the Renaissance by the Neoplatonists and Leonardo 

as well. The formation of the conic section as a plane intersecting a cone with the optical 

model of the eye is due to this basis in nature. This basis is pre-facto an apparently 

physiological one, and logically so, as the awareness of any theory can only very 

concretely extend from the apparatus through which it is perceived.144 The optical model 

therefore cannot generate from anywhere other than the eye that creates the structure and 

possibility of its awareness. Without this, both in the source and conclusion of what it is 

that is learned, the apprehension of knowledge becomes not only ex nihilo, but 

completely impossible.   

However, as Aristotle tells us in De Anima, the physiological or anatomical 

substrate of perception is in fact not its primary causation:  

If the eye were an animal, its vision would be its soul; for vision is the 
eye’s substance with respect to [the eye’s] formula. The eye itself is the 
matter for vision; and if [vision] departs, there is no eye any longer, except 
equivocally, as in the case of the eye in a statue or painting.145  
 

                                                                                                                                                 
surfaces of the visible object; in so far that the distinction is drawn here between the conditions of sight and 
those of the rectilinear propagation of light. (sic) The light rays that are structured within this mathematical 
model, travel on every point on the lit and appearing surfaces of the object, like a punctiform/corpuscular 
configuration of pointillism. This phenomenon secures the ordering of the visible aspects of the seen object, 
while meeting the crystalline humour (al-rutūba al jalīdiyya) perpendicularly.” For a similar argument 
pertaining to optics presented in a different paper, see Noé Badillo, “Correlativus Geometricum Lucis: The 
Relation between Geometry and Optical Theory in the Design of Muqarnas Domes” Zaytoon 1 (2012): 6–7.   
144 A.I. Sabra, Theories of Light, From Descartes to Newton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1981), 38. An axiom between cause and effect is states by Descartes in his Regulae, which states: “For 
though Philosophers make cause and effect correlative, we find that here even, if we ask what the effect is, 
we must first know the cause and not conversely.” The causation of the conic section within the cone is 
thereby the effect which is relegated by its cause, which is light, and the perception of the eye.  
145 Aristotle, Selected Works, trans. H.G. Apostle (Grinnell, Iowa: The Peripatetic Press, 1982): 267.  
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Similarly for Guarini as a Theatine priest and architect, it is not the body but rather the 

soul that is the instrument of vision, in the same manner that the vision of the eye is the 

soul of the living being. The correlation between an optical model and formation of the 

conic section of San Lorenzo’s dome provides a paradigm upon which a remarkable 

understanding of Guarini’s church can be formed. That it is through the instrument of the 

eye that the universe is perceived. And for Guarini as a Theatine priest and designer of a 

work of sacred architecture, the church is a receptive vessel of light that itself can be 

thought of as an optical instrument.  

The analogy of the soul which Aristotle presents us with also reveals a fascinating 

relationship between form and substance. As the vision of the eye is its soul, the structure 

of the eye thereby reflects the vision of its perception. The substance that is the eye’s 

vision is guided by the structures which allow it to perceive. This self-referential 

relationship between light and the eye is also exemplified by Plato, in book six of The 

Republic (507D–508D):   

The bond then that yokes together visibility and the faculty of sight is 
more precious by no slight form than that which unites the other pairs [of 
sense and object]….Neither vision itself nor its vehicle, which we call the 
eye, is identical with the sun….But it is…the most sunlike of all the 
instruments of sense….And does it not receive the power which it 
possesses as an influx, as it were, dispensed from the sun?....It is not also 
true that the sun is not vision, yet as being the cause thereof is beheld by 
vision itself?146 
 

Plato defines the eye as a structure modeled like the light which it perceives. Guarini’s 

cupola is also thereby mimetic of the structures of the eye itself, with the pupil as the 
                                                 
146 Quoted in Bruce S. Eastwood. “Al Fārabī on Extramission, Intromission, and the Use of Platonic Visual 
Theory” in Astronomy and Optics from Pliny to Descartes (London: Variorum Reprints, 1989), 425; Plato, 
The Republic, Ed. G.R.F. Ferrari, Trans. Tom Griffith (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 
213–15.  
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oculus at the center surrounded by a colorful and complex iris of interpolating geometric 

structure. Guarini’s design exemplifies the importance of the perception of light within 

the worship space below by creating a model that is in fact structured like an eye, through 

which light is perceived. The dome of San Lorenzo becomes an instrument of vision, by 

placing one in relation to the infinite by self-reflecting upon the vehicle of one’s own 

perception.  
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III 
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CONCLUSION 
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8 
– 

EPILOGUE 
 

 

 

By understanding Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo through the lens of his academic 

treatises, a creative process is revealed which relates light and geometry to architectonic 

form. The hyperbolic calculations of conic sections or the orbital path of a planet are 

reflected within the design of San Lorenzo, as in the elliptical shape of its presbytery, or 

the interlocked system of vaulting within its dome. A theoretical system becomes 

apparent in which the formal structures found within his studies on geometry and 

astronomy become the foundational influence for his architectural design.  

 For Guarini, the substance and causation of these geometrical and astronomical 

systems is light. Guarini’s conception of the universe is configured according to a 

mathematics which is the source of a vivid and radiant luminosity, which permeates his 

universe, and generates the structures of his architectonic imagination. He forms this 

relationship between mathematics and light by referencing the Aristotelian system of 

categories (prædicamenta) and by stating that geometry and light are variant 

modifications (such as quantity or qualification) of the same essential substance. Light as 

substance is represented in variant forms through accidens as architecture, geometry, and 

the optical inscription of light interacting with space, while still maintaining the same 

essential being. The architecture of San Lorenzo is the manifestation of this light into 
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stone and mortar, and its design is calculated to create an optical instrument which 

interacts with the substance of which it is formed.  

A syllogistic relationship between light, geometry, and architecture becomes 

apparent when applying Guarini’s idea of the prædicamenta to manifestations of 

substance into variant forms. As mathematics is the generator of light, and as geometry is 

the spatial expression of mathematics, then it can be concluded that geometry, as the 

inscription of light within space, correlates with the construction of the architectonic 

form. Guarini’s architecture is therefore an inscription or simulacra of this light, ordered 

according to the paths which light takes in space, which are described by mathematics 

and geometry, and which order the universe and the movement of the heavens.  

 The polyvalent meaning of this for Guarini as a priest and a philosopher is 

simultaneously theological as well as scientific. The coincidence of faith and science 

within San Lorenzo creates a structure which is at once ordered according to universal 

specifications, as well as to a sacred vessel of the light received from God through the 

church and by the congregation during Mass. The mystery of light in Guarini’s world is 

thereby an elegant interaction of the holiness of light and its geometric parameters, 

represented as the architectonic forms of which San Lorenzo is constructed.   

Guarino Guarini’s Church of San Lorenzo functions as a vessel of divine 

illumination according to a syllogistic relationship between Aristotelian prædicamenta, 

where light as the primary substance of the church is structured according to geometrical 

and astronomical calculations which are then conversely ordered according to the 

behavior of light. Light coincides with structure to create a church that is mimetic of the 
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luminosity from which its architectonic forms are generated, so that light is not merely 

what travels through the fenestrations of the cupola, but is the very substance from which 

the entire church is formed.  
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FIGURES 
 

 

                     
                     Figure 1: Santa Maria Annunziata, Messina, Sicily, c. 1660–1662 
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             Figure 2: Francesco Borromini, San Carlo alle 

           Quattro Fontane, Rome, Italy, 1638–1641  
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Figure 3: Attributed to Guarino Guarini, Immacolata Concezione, Turin, Italy, 1673 
 
 
 

                                
                                Figure 4: Dome, Sala de la Justicia, Alcázar, Seville,  
                                Spain, c. 1360 
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                            Figure 5: Dome, Salon de Embajadores, Alcázar,  
                            Seville, Spain, c. 1360 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                   
                                  Figure 6: Dome, Great Mosque of Tremecen,  
                                  Algeria, 1082 
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                          Figure 7: Church of Cristo de la luz, Toledo, Spain, c. 390 
 
 
          

                                            
                                            Figure 8: Bernardo Antonio Vittone,  
                                            Tempietto a San Luigi Gonzaga, Monferrato,  
                                            Italy, 1760 
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                                     Figure 9: Bernardo Antonio Vittone, Dome,  
                                     Capella della Visitazione, Vallinotto, Italy,  

                         1738–1739 
 

 

                           
                                       Figure 10: Façade, Church of San Lorenzo,  
                                       Turin, Italy, 167 
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            Figure 11: Column capitals, Church of San Lorenzo, Turin, Italy, 1670 
 
 
 

                  
                  Figure 12: Architrave, Church of San Lorenzo, Turin, Italy, 1670 
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          Figure13: Dome above the presbytery, Church of San Lorenzo,  
          Turin, Italy, 1670 

 
 
 
 
 

                
                Figure 14: Cupola, Church of San Lorenzo, Turin, Italy,  
                1670 
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Figure 15: Detail of the drum of the dome, Church of San Lorenzo, Turin, Italy, 
1670 
 

 

          
          Figure 16: Detail of pendentives supported by convex serlianas, Church of San    
          Lorenzo, Turin, Italy, 1670, Photograph by T. Francesco 
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       Figure 17: Detail of the lantern, Church of San Lorenzo, Turin, Italy, 1670,  
       Photograph by HEN-Magonza 
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                             Figure 18: Church of San Vincenzo, Modena,  
                             Italy, 1617 

 
 

                     
                  Figure 19: Guarini, Church of the Padri Somaschi, Messina, Sicily,  
                  Architettura Civile, Tav. 29, 30 
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                    Figure 20: Guarini, Church of Sainte Anne la Royale,  
         Paris, France, from Architettura Civile, Tav. 11  



 

             
   Figure 21: Church of San Gaetano, Nizza, Italy, Illustrations from 
              Guarini’s Architettura Civile
 
 
 

                   
         Figure 22: Dome, La Santissima Sindone, Turin, Ita
 

         
Figure 21: Church of San Gaetano, Nizza, Italy, Illustrations from 

Architettura Civile, Tav. 12, 13  

Figure 22: Dome, La Santissima Sindone, Turin, Italy, 1668–

107 

 
Figure 21: Church of San Gaetano, Nizza, Italy, Illustrations from  

 
–1694 
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                                     Figure 23: Cælestis Mathematicae, Pars Prima,  

Tractatus VIII, Theoriæ Planetarum Descriptæ, 
173 

 
 
 

                       
            Figure 24: Diagrams of hyperbolic and parabolic curves,  
            Architettura Civile, Tav. XI 
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          Figure 25: Astronomical diagrams and armillary 
         spheres, Cælestis Mathematicae, Pars Secunda, 
         (unpaginated) 
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            Figure 26: Great Mosque of Córdoba, Designed under Caliph al-Hakim,  
 916–976 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                       
      Figure 27: Diagram of a domical structure 

   aligning with a pyramid, representative of  
   the interaction between vision and architecture, 
   Architettura Civile, Tav. XXVII, Fig. 7 
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